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Abstract

In this chapter, I review the literature on governments’ motivations for negotiating and joining inter-
national trade agreements. I discuss both normative explanations for trade agreements and explana-
tions based on political-economy concerns. Most of the chapter focuses on the purpose of multilateral
agreements, but I do discuss briefly the reasons we might see governments forming preferential or
regional trade agreements that exclude some countries.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Britain and France inked the first modern trade agreement on January 23, 1860. The

so-called Cobden-Chevalier Treaty promised that France would eliminate all import

prohibitions on British manufactured goods while capping most duties at 30% (25% after

1865). Britain in turn agreed to remove import barriers entirely from all but 48 French

commodities while reducing dramatically its tariffs on French wine and brandy (Ashley,

1904). Notably, each country promised to grant the other most-favored-nation (MFN)

consideration with regard to any tariff concessions it might subsequently grant to other

trading partners. There followed a veritable explosion of bilateral trade pacts, with an

additional 56 treaties having been signed within 15 years. By 1875, virtually all of Europe

was party to a low-tariff zone by dint of a web of agreements that included the linchpin

MFN clause.

When the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) went into effect on

January 1, 1948, it marked the first of a sequence of multilateral trade agreements. The

GATT incorporated more than 45,000 tariff concessions by its original 23 signatories,

while also providing a broader framework for regulating international trade. Seven subse-

quent “rounds” of negotiations by these and additional participants led to innumerable

further tariff cuts and to the introduction of rules governing various nontariff barriers to

trade. TheUruguayRound, whichwas signed by 123 “contracting parties” and took effect

on January 1, 1995, created the World Trade Organization (WTO), while also extending

trade rules to many services, harmonizing treatment of intellectual property, and establish-

ing procedures for dispute settlement. By November 30, 2015, the WTO had grown to

include 162 members that together conduct more than 96% of world trade.a Meanwhile,

the multilateral agreement lives side-by-side with 267 different bilateral and regional trade

agreements that the WTO reported to be in effect as of February 1, 2016.b

This chapter reviews the economics literature that poses the question, why do coun-

tries negotiate and accede to international trade agreements? The chapter focuses mostly

on the motivation for multilateral agreements, in order to minimize overlap with

Chapter 14 by Limão (2016) on preferential agreements. However, Section 5 does cover

some literature that addresses the incentives countries have to negotiate bilateral or

regional agreements alongside (or instead of ) multilateral agreements in a many-country

world. Also, this chapter focuses on the broad purpose of trade agreements, leaving dis-

cussion of their design for Chapter 8 by Bagwell and Staiger (2016).c I do consider both

a Current members are listed in http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/org6_e.htm.

Trade coverage of WTO members is reported in http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/acc_e/cbt_

course_e/c1s1p1_e.htm.
b See http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/region_e/region_e.htm.
c This chapter covers some of the same ground as the excellent survey by Maggi (2014) in the Handbook of

International Economics, vol. 4.
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the incentives that large countries have to create trade pacts de novo and the incentives

that small countries have to sign existing agreements.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses research that sees trade agree-

ments as addressing international externalities that arise in competitive economic envi-

ronments. It includes the case of both welfare-maximizing governments and politically

motivated governments, both in situations with well-functioning markets and with dis-

torted markets. One controversy in the literature concerns whether the sole motivation

for trade agreements in competitive markets is to eliminate the temptation governments

have to manipulate their terms of trade. I discuss this debate, concluding that it is more a

matter of semantics than substance. In Section 3, I review the literature that identifies the

different types of international externalities that can arise in imperfectly competitive mar-

ket environments. These externalities reflect governments’ incentives to influence firm

location, to shift or extract profits away from foreign monopolists or oligopolists, or to

affect imperfect contracting in international outsourcing relationships. I briefly discuss

agreements to protect intellectual property that are motivated by externalities in the

international innovation process.

In Section 4, I turn to an alternative purpose that has been suggested for trade agree-

ments, namely to aid governments in committing not to intervene in favor of domestic

special interests. The commitment motive arises when optimal policies are not time con-

sistent; that is, when governments know they would be tempted to adjust policies ex post

away from the levels that they prefer ex ante. I argue that commitment is unlikely to be the

reason that two governments will sit down to negotiate a trade agreement, but that it

might very well explain why some countries accede to existing agreements.

Finally, in Section 5, I turn from the purpose of multilateral agreements to that of

regional and bilateral agreements. In this section I discuss only research that bears on

the motivation that governments have to negotiate preferential agreements in addition

to—or instead of—multilateral agreements, in a many-country world. Preferential

agreements may serve to promote allocative efficiency among signatories, to improve

members’ terms of trade vis-à-vis nonmembers, to transfer rents to special interests via

trade diversion, or to facilitate a dynamic process of multilateral trade liberalization.

2. INTERNATIONAL EXTERNALITIES FROM UNILATERAL TRADE
POLICIES

Trade treaties are a formal expression of intergovernmental cooperation. Governments

relinquish their sovereign rights to choose their own trade (and other) policies in

exchange for similar concessions by others. Why might a government be willing to com-

promise its sovereignty? In a word, the answer is interdependence. The policies imposed by

any government affect the well-being not only of its own citizens, but also of those in

other countries. No matter what the objectives of the policy makers—be they
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benevolent, autocratic, or politically motivated—each has an interest in the choices made

by its trading partners. With unilateral policy choices, governments may fail to take into

account the impact of their actions on interests abroad. A trade agreement provides a

means to internalize these externalities. Of course, to identify the incentives for conclud-

ing a treaty, one must begin by identifying the nature of the potential externalities, that is,

by predicting the trade policies that would prevail in the absence of cooperation.

2.1 Welfare-Maximizing Policy Makers
Johnson (1953) was the first to analyze the strategic interdependence between countries’

tariff-setting decisions. Johnson conceived of tariffs as being the outcome of a static game

played by a pair of welfare-maximizing governments and he proceeded to provide an

early application of the then-novel concept of a Nash equilibrium.

Suppose initial that there are two countries and two goods. The goods are compet-

itively produced in each country by firms that have access to strictly convex technologies.

Suppose further that aggregate welfare in each country can be represented by a strictly

quasiconcave function of the country’s aggregate consumption bundle. Let t be the

ad valorem tariff rate imposed by the home country on its import good. Let t* be

the ad valorem rate imposed by the foreign country on its respective import good,

which of course is the home country’s export good. We can solve for the competitive

equilibrium as a function of t and t* and then writeW t, t*ð Þ andW* t, t*ð Þ as the resulting
aggregate welfare levels in the home and foreign countries, respectively.

Fig. 1 depicts the best-response functions of the two welfare-maximizing policy

makers, with t on the horizontal axis and t* on the vertical axis. The inverted

u-shaped curves such as the one labeled WW represent iso-welfare loci for the home

country. These curves peak at the tariff rates that maximize W t, t*ð Þ, given the corre-

sponding values of t*. The peaks generally fall in the positive quadrant, because the

t *

t

R

W *

W

R *

R

W

W *

R *

E

Fig. 1 Nash equilibrium of a tariff-setting game.
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Mill-Bickerdike argument for an optimum tariff implies that, for any given foreign policy

and economic conditions, home households can gain from a tariff that optimally exploits

the country’s monopoly power in trade.d The curve RR that connects the set of peaks is

the home country’s best-response function; ie, a function that gives the home country’s

optimal tariff in response to an arbitrary level of the foreign tariff, t*. Among any pair of

iso-welfare loci for the home country, the curve that lies above the other represents a

lower level of home welfare in view of the fact that a departure from the best response

(a horizontal move to the right or to the left of RR) must result in a welfare loss for this

country.

Similarly, the right-parentheses-shaped curves such as W*W* represent iso-welfare

loci for the foreign country. These curves “peak” in the horizontal direction at the

optimal tariffs for the foreign country given the corresponding rates of the home

tariff, t. The curve that connects these peaks, R*R*, represents the foreign country’s

best-response function. Among any pair of foreign iso-welfare curves, that to the right

represents the lower level of foreign welfare.

As Johnson first noted, a Nash equilibrium occurs at point E, where each

government’s tariff choice is a best response to that of the other. At this point, neither

government can raise aggregate welfare by unilaterally altering its trade policy. The pair

of Nash equilibrium tariffs in the Johnson equilibrium are both nonnegative, except

possibly in a perverse case such as that described in Footnote d.e

Fig. 2 outlines a “lens” to the southwest of point E. At any point in this lens, the

aggregate welfare levels in both countries are higher than at point E. In other words,

points in this set represent pairs of tariff rates that are Pareto-preferred by the two

welfare-maximizing governments to the noncooperative outcome at E. A trade

agreement—if one could be negotiated and enforced—that achieves any pair of tariff

rates in this lens would be one that both governments prefer to the outcome that occurs

without cooperation.

The basis for a trade agreement in this rather simple setting is the negative externality

that each government imposes on households in the other country when it imposes its

optimal tariff. At point E, a small reduction in the home tariff has virtually no effect on

aggregate welfare in the home country, because the optimal tariff just balances on the

d Actually, Kemp (1967) shows that, for some values of t*, the best response by the home country might be

an import subsidy; ie, t < 0. This can arise only if the foreign offer curve is multi-valued, which in turn

requires that the home country’s import good is sufficiently inferior in the foreign country’s preferences.

For ease of exposition, I will neglect this rather obscure possibility.
e For the tariffs in the Johnson equilibrium to be nonnegative, it is sufficient that demands in each country

can be derived from those of a representative agent and both goods are normal (see Bond, 1990). Dixit

(1987) points out that there generally exists another Nash equilibrium, one with prohibitive tariffs in both

countries. When one country chooses a prohibitive tariff, it is always a best response for the other to do

likewise.
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margin the positive terms-of-trade gain with the negative volume-of-trade loss (see,

eg, Dixit, 1985). Any reduction in home welfare generated by a small departure from

the best response is second-order small. Meanwhile, a reduction in the home tariff

generates a first-order welfare gain for the foreign country inasmuch as it improves that

country’s terms of trade without generating any distortion of its resource allocation. In

other words, each country’s optimal tariff is a beggar-thy-neighbor policy that achieves

gains for its own citizens (holding constant the other’s policy) at the expense of citizens

elsewhere and global efficiency. When governments behave unilaterally and noncoo-

peratively, they ignore the harm that their policies impose on citizens outside their

borders. This creates the opportunity for mutually beneficial exchange of tariff cuts;

points to the southwest of E have approximately the same terms of trade as at E, but

higher volumes of trade and a more efficient allocation of the world’s resources.

The curve labeledCC in Fig. 2 connects points of tangencybetween iso-welfare curves

of the home and foreign countries. At such points, it is not possible to raise aggregate wel-

fare for one country without reducing it for the other; ie,CC is a locus of Pareto-efficient

tariff rates. As Mayer (1981) pointed out, the tariff rates on this curve satisfy

1 + tð Þ 1+ t*ð Þ¼ 1, (1)

because the relative price of the home import good in the home country is 1 + tð Þpw,
where pw is the “world” relative price of this good, while the relative price of the home

import good in the foreign country is pw= 1+ t*ð Þ.f A necessary and sufficient condition

t *

t

E

C

C

Fig. 2 Efficient agreements.

f The world price, pw, is the relative price at a fictitious offshore port where goods are free of all trade taxes.

A tariff imposed by the home country raises the internal relative price of this good by a factor 1 + t, whereas

a tariff imposed by the foreign country (on the “other” good) reduces the internal relative price there by a

factor 1 + t*.
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for global efficiency is that the internal relative prices in the two countries are the same,

since this ensures equality worldwide of marginal rates of transformation and marginal

rates of substitution.

The figure also shows a portion of this curve in bold. The northwest endpoint of this

bold segment corresponds to a pair of tariff rates that yield the home country the same

level of aggregate welfare as in the Nash equilibrium at E. The southeast endpoint gives

the foreign country the same welfare as at E. Therefore, all points along the bold portion

of CC yield a Pareto improvement for the two benevolent governments relative to the

noncooperative outcome at E. Mayer (1981) concludes that, with efficient and costless

bargaining, the governments should agree to some pair of tariffs alongCC that leave each

at least as well off as at E. The particulars of the agreement will depend on the bargaining

protocol and the countries’ relative negotiating proficiency. But, in all cases, both tariff

rates are lower under an efficient agreement than at E; in other words, the cooperative

agreement entails trade liberalization (or promotion) by both countries.g The noncoop-

erative tariffs are both positive in the Nash equilibrium as each country attempts to

exploit its monopoly power in beggar-thy-neighbor fashion. When the countries coop-

erate fully, they will choose either free trade, or else a positive tariff in one and a negative

tariff in the other in order to achieve the same allocation of resources as with free trade

together with a transfer of government revenue.

Some features of the Johnson (1953) andMayer (1981) analyses are special to the two-

good, two-country setting that they consider. Graaf (1949) observed that, with many

goods, the vector of a country’s optimal tariffs and export taxes could include negative

elements, ie, some goods may be subject to import or export subsidies. This conclusion

carries over to the Nash equilibrium of a tariff-setting game, and so an efficient trade

agreement need not entail a reduction in all trade tax rates. But Bond (1990) shows that

if the foreign offer curve is monotone—such that an increase in price reduces foreign

imports on average—and if foreign excess demands can be derived from the preferences

of a representative agent for whom all goods are normal, then the optimal trade policy for

any country generates nonnegative tariff revenue. Under these conditions, a move to

universal free trade (which is always efficient with perfect competition and no market

distortions) entails an overall reduction of trade taxes and thus a liberalization of trade.

Fukushima and Kim (1989) provide conditions, later relaxed by Turunen-Red and

Woodland (1991), under which an equiproportionate reduction in all (specific) trade

taxes and subsidies (ie, a radial movement toward zero) must raise global welfare in a

world with an arbitrary number of goods and subsidies. Under these conditions,

g In the figure, the free trade point at the origin generates a Pareto improvement, and all other points of

possible agreement involve a positive tariff by one country and an import subsidy by the other. It is possible,

however, that one country will fare worse at the free trade point than at E. In such circumstances, a

Pareto-improving agreement requires an import subsidy in the other country.
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multilateral trade liberalization of this sort shifts the world’s utility possibility frontier out-

ward, but international transfers of purchasing power might still be needed to ensure

Pareto gains for all countries.

2.2 Why a Formal Agreement?
Johnson assumed that, in the absence of any international treaty, policy makers would set

their country’s tariffs once and for all at the noncooperative levels identified by the static

Nash equilibrium. In reality, of course, trade policy decisions are made repeatedly over

time. This observation raises the question of whether an actual agreement is needed to

achieve the gains from cooperation, or whether a cooperative outcome might be

achieved as an equilibrium (without explicit cooperation) in a repeated tariff-setting

game. Dixit (1987) discusses the infinitely repeated tariff game involving a pair of

welfare-maximizing governments.

The “folk theorem” of repeated games (see Aumann, 1985) ensures that, if the policy

makers’ discount rates are sufficiently low, any point that is Pareto preferred to point E

can be sustained as a subgame-perfect equilibrium in the infinitely repeated game. Each

government understands that it is expected to set a given tariff rate repeatedly, such that

the pair t, t*ð Þ is preferred by each to E. Each government further understands that any

deviation by the other should invoke it to retaliate by setting its Nash-equilibrium tariff

forever afterward. The anticipated punishment is credible, because if one government is

expected to play its Nash equilibrium tariff in every period, the best the other can do is to

respond similarly, and an indefinite repetition of the static equilibrium is itself an equi-

librium of the infinitely repeated game. With this expected punishment, a government

that contemplates a deviation will compare the one-period gain from behaving

opportunistically against the sustained loss that results from foregoing the Pareto gains

from cooperation forever afterward. With a small enough discount rate, the loss must

dominate, and so any opportunistic behavior is deterred.h

It follows that, if discount rates are low enough, the points along the bold portion of

CC in Fig. 2 can be achieved by tacit cooperation in a repeated, noncooperative game,

without the need for a formal treaty. So what role does a treaty play? One might think

that a formal agreement is needed to sustain high levels of cooperation (ie, points on or

close to CC) in situations where the discount rates are not so low, so that governments

would otherwise be tempted to behave opportunistically in order to capture short-run

gains. However, this answer is not compelling, because if a given cooperative outcome

h Bond and Park (2002) show that, if cooperation via repeated play is intended to yield an asymmetric divi-

sion of surplus relative to the Johnson equilibrium and if the discount rate is not too high, then achieving

the Pareto frontier of national welfare levels requires a gradually declining rate of protection in the country

that enjoys the lion’s share of the gains from cooperation. They offer this observation as an explanation for

trade agreements that involve gradual liberalization despite a stationary economic environment.
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cannot be sustained by self interest in a repeated gamewith punishments, it is unclear how

a trade agreement would solve the problem. Governments have sovereign rights under

international law and there is no higher authority to which they can appeal in case their

trade partners behave opportunistically. Rather, a formal international agreement or

an international agency can at most threaten poor behavior with (credible) punishments.

In this way of thinking, a formal agreement can only achieve those outcomes that are

sustainable in an infinitely repeated game.

One role that a formal agreement might play is that of coordination. The infinitely

repeated game has many equilibria involving different degrees of cooperation. Any one of

them can be sustained as long as both policy makers know what is expected of them and

stand ready to punish if the other deviates from its tacitly agreed behavior. How will the

governments know and agree upon what behavior is expected of them and what actions

constitute deviations that warrant retaliation? After all, there are many tariff rates that are

consistent with some cooperative behavior along some equilibrium path of the repeated

game. And the governments’ interests diverge with respect to which of the many equi-

libria they would like to see played. A formal agreement can be used to achieve a mutual

understanding of what is expected, so that misunderstandings do not invoke a return to

noncooperative play.

Maggi (1999) explores another potential rationale for a formal institution such as the

WTO.His argument explicitly takes into account that multilateral agreements havemore

than two participants. Maggi argues that an institution such as the WTO can play an

informational role by verifying violations of the agreement and by informing third coun-

tries when they have occurred. By sharing information about deviations that take place in

particular bilateral relationships, the organization can facilitate multilateral punishments

for opportunistic behavior that collectively offer greater deterrence than bilateral punish-

ments. Maggi has in mind policy deviations that can be observed directly only by the

injured parties (eg, an exporter knows when its market access has been restricted) but

not by uninvolved, third parties. As he notes, import tariffs are sufficiently transparent

that presumably rate hikes can be observed outside the particular relationship. But other

forms of nontariff barriers to trade are more subtle andmore difficult for third countries to

perceive.

Let us compare the cooperation that can be achieved when a country can observe

only the barriers imposed on its own exports with the cooperation that can be achieved

when an institution such as the WTO publicizes to all members any violation of the

agreement. Consider a stylized trading environment with three countries in which each

pair of countries exchanges two goods that are neither produced nor consumed in the

third country. In this setting, no country is directly harmed by opportunistic behavior

on the part of its trade partners in its bilateral relations with the third country. Neverthe-

less, in some circumstances, every country can benefit from an agreement that calls for

multilateral punishment for any deviation. Such punishments would prescribe reversion
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to Nash equilibrium tariffs in bilateral relations with the violating country not only by the

country that is directly harmed by its actions, but also by the third country.

The key consideration for whether multilateral punishments facilitate greater coop-

eration than do bilateral punishments alone is the existence of imbalances of power in the

bilateral trading relationships. Maggi shows this point by first examining a case in which

all countries are symmetric and each has balanced trade with both of its trading partners.

In this case, multilateral punishments are more severe than bilateral punishments, but the

temptation to behave opportunistically also is greater. The set of outcomes that can be

sustained by multilateral punishments is the same as that with bilateral punishments. On

the other hand, if each of the symmetric countries is a net exporter in one of its bilateral

relationships and a net importer in the other and if each can apply import tariffs but not

export taxes, then each country will be more powerful than its partner in the relationship

in which it imports. The greater power reflects the fact that a net importer in a given

bilateral relationship stands to lose less from a reversion to Nash equilibrium tariffs than

does the net exporter. Then, a regime that publicizes violations and calls for punishments

by third parties is more effective in deterring opportunistic behavior than one that entails

punishments by only directly injured parties. AsMaggi notes, theWTO rules as currently

construed do not allow for explicit third-party punishments, but it is conceivable that

such punishments occur implicitly by a loss of goodwill. In any case, the paper shows

that a multilateral institution that monitors trade behaviors and publicizes violations could

play a role in sustaining greater cooperation and freer trade.i

2.3 Trade Agreements among Politically Minded Governments
Whenwelfare-maximizing governments can act opportunistically in an effort to improve

their country’s terms of trade, the resulting international externalities open the potential

for mutually advantageous trade agreements. But governments’ trade policies seem to be

motivated as much or more by distributional concerns as by concerns about aggregate

welfare. The assumption that governments maximize aggregate welfare is convenient

but rather unrealistic in a world with asymmetrically informed voters and with campaign

spending funded by contributions from special interest groups. Policy makers who are

interested in their own political success might be tempted to choose protectionist policies

not (or not only) to manipulate the terms of trade, but rather (or also) to redistribute

income to swing voters in the electorate or to groups that offer campaign support. With

perhaps limited interest in aggregate welfare, would these politicians be willing to

i Park (2011) illustrates another potential role of a formal organization such as the WTO in a world with

imperfectly observed trade barriers. In his model, a third party can publicize private signals and thereby

initiate a punishment phase after a violation of the agreement. This enhances the cooperation that can

be achieved in repeated play.
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negotiate with foreign counterparts? By doing so, wouldn’t they curtail their own use of a

valuable instrument for currying political favor?

These questions cry out for a political-economic theory of trade agreements. Hillman

and Moser (1995) provided a first pass at such a theory (see also Hillman et al., 1995).

They considered a model with two countries, two goods, and two sector-specific factors

of production, one that derives income only from a country’s import-competing industry

and the other that derives income only from the country’s export industry. The govern-

ments have objective functions that are expressed in reduced form; each government

derives “political support” from the specific factors in its own polity, with overall support

an increasing but concave function of support from each group. The support, in

turn, reflects the real income of a group of specific factor owners. In short, they posit

government objective functionsG Ix, Iy
� �

andG* I�x , I
�
y

� �
for the home and foreign gov-

ernments, where Ij and I
�
j are the real incomes of the specific factors used to produce good

j in the home and foreign countries, for j¼ x,y. The first partials ofG andG* are assumed

positive while the second partials are assumed negative. Each government can set the

level of a single policy variable, t or t* respectively, which is the tariff levied on its

own imports. Hillman and Moser rule out exports subsidies with casual reference to

countervailing duty laws that would neutralize their effects; however, they offer no

explanation for why export subsidies are subject to countervail but policy makers are free

to choose import tariffs without institutional constraints.

From here, the story proceeds much as in Johnson (1953) and Mayer (1981). In the

absence of an agreement, each government sets its tariff to maximize its political support

taking the other government’s policy choice as given. The noncooperative outcome is

the Nash equilibrium pair of tariffs, much like in Fig. 1. The home tariff raises the real

income of the specific factor in the home import-competing industry at the expense of

the real income of the specific factor in the home export industry. Each government’s

choice balances the marginal effects on its own political support, but neglects entirely

the adverse effect that the tariff has on the other country’s export interests (and the positive

effect that it has on the other country’s import-competing interests). The Nash

equilibrium occurs at a peak of an inverted-u shaped indifference curve for the home

government drawn in the space of the two tariffs. It also occurs at the peak of a right-

parenthesis shaped indifference curve for the foreign government. And, as in Fig. 2, there

is a lens to the southwest of the Nash equilibrium such that, for all pairs of tariff rates in

the lens, each government could achieve greater political support from its own specific

factors than at the noncooperative equilibrium.

Several observations are in order. First, the motivation for a trade agreement again

reflects international externalities and interdependence. Without the agreement, each

government neglects the impact that its policy choices have on the political welfare of

the opposite government. But the motivation for the agreement is not necessarily based

on an improvement in social welfare, nor are the agreed-upon tariffs likely to be
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economically efficient, as they are inMayer (1981). Rather, an agreement allows the gov-

ernments to promote “political efficiency” by an exchange of “market access.” By reduc-

ing its own tariff slightly, the home government has a negligible effect on its own political

support, since the Nash tariff was chosen to balance the offsetting effects on domestic

interests (including the beneficiaries of any tariff revenue). But the foreign export interests

benefit from the improved market access and, although the foreign import-competing

interests are harmed, their income drop is buffeted by an improvement in the foreign

terms of trade. On the margin, a reduction in the home tariff improves political support

for the foreign government at only negligible cost to the home government. The foreign

government can reciprocate by cutting its own tariff, thereby improving market access

for home exporters and raising the home government’s support from its export industry.

Grossman and Helpman (1995b) attempt to provide better microfoundations for the

governments’ choices in a model with campaign giving by special interest groups. There

are n + 1 industries, one of which produces the numeraire good from labor alone while

the remaining n industries each produce with labor and a factor of production that is spe-

cific to the industry. Household welfare is a quasilinear function of consumption of the

numeraire good and utility from consuming the various nonnumeraire goods. The home

government maximizes a political objective function of the form G W ,Cð Þ¼ aW +C,

whereW is aggregate welfare in the home country andC is aggregate contributions from

all special interest groups.j Meanwhile, the foreign government maximizesG* W*,C*ð Þ,
with variables defined analogously. The politics are treated as a two-stage game in which

the interest groups offer contribution schedules to their own government in the first stage

and the governments choose their trade-policy vectors (import and export taxes and sub-

sidies) in the second stage. Interest groups are assumed to represent the sector-specific

factors of production in a subset of industries, namely those industries that manage to

overcome free-rider problems and become politically organized. Each contribution

schedule links a group’s campaign contribution to the government’s multidimensional

policy choice. In the competition for influence that arises when the governments behave

noncooperatively, the interest-group contributions are assumed to be a function of the

own government’s policy vector. If a cooperative trade agreement is anticipated, then an

interest group can also tie its contribution to the other government’s choices in the hope

of influencing its own government’s posture in the trade negotiations. Finally, the “trade

war” outcome is taken to be the Nash equilibrium of a second-stage noncooperative

game between the governments, whereas the “trade talks” outcome is the Nash bargain-

ing solution to the second stage.

j This objective function can be derived from a two-party model of elections with impressionable and non-

impressionable voters, where the former can be influenced by campaign spending and the latter vote purely

based on self-interest (see Grossman and Helpman, 1996).
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The equilibrium policies in the trade war satisfy

ti�1¼� Ii�αL
a+ αL

� �
xi

mi

1

ei
+

1

e�i
, (2)

t�i �1¼� I�i �α�L
a*+α�L

� �
x�i
m�
i

1

e�i
+
1

ei
, (3)

where ti is the import tax at home if good i is imported or the export subsidy if it is

exported, Ij is an indicator variable that takes on the value one if industry j is politically

organized or zero if it is not, αL is the fraction of the total population that belongs to some

organized interest group or another, xi is output in home industry i, mi is home imports

(possibly negative), ei is the elasticity of import demand (negative) or export supply (pos-

itive), as the case may be, and symbols with asterisks are analogous variables that apply to

the foreign country. Grossman and Helpman interpret the first-expression on the right-

hand side of each equation as the political motive for noncooperative trade policy; the

competition for influence via contributions induces each government to support those

local industries that are politically organized, that have a high ratio of output to trade

and that are relatively immune to deadweight loss, as reflected in a small local trade

elasticity. The second term in each equation is the standard terms-of-trade motive for

positive tariffs and export taxes. The inverse trade elasticity in the partner country reflects

a country’s monopoly power in trade. Notice that, if no industry is politically organized

(Ii¼ 0 and I�i ¼ 0 for all i) or if the governments give negligible weight to campaign con-

tributions relative to aggregate welfare (a¼ a*¼∞) then themodel predicts the vector of

Nash-equilibrium optimal tariffs, as in Johnson (1953).

Starting from the trade policies indicated in (2) and (3), the two governments have an

incentive to negotiate a trade agreement for much the same reason as in Hillman and

Moser (1995) or, for that matter, Mayer (1981). In the Nash equilibrium, the unilateral

policies chosen by each government confer externalities on the other. The pair of non-

cooperative tariff vectors is economically inefficient, but that is hardly surprising, because

the governments are only partly concerned with aggregate welfare. What motivates their

cooperation is rather the lack of political efficiency. By trading policy concessions, the gov-

ernments can find an agreement such that each achieves a higher weighted sum of welfare

and campaign contributions as compared to the outcome at the Nash equilibrium.

When the organized interest groups design their contribution schedules in anticipa-

tion of an efficient trade negotiation (one that will yield a Pareto-efficient outcome for

the two governments with respect to their objectives, G and G*), the negotiated trade

policies satisfy

ti� ti� ¼ Ii�αL
a+ αL

xi

mi

1

ei
� I�i �α�L
a� + α�L

x�i
m�
i

1

e�i
: (4)
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The trade talks do not determine the levels of the import and export taxes or subsidies in

each country in a given industry, but only the difference between the importing coun-

try’s tariff and the exporting countries export subsidy, as reflected in (4). This is so,

because an equal change in the import tariff rate and the export subsidy rate would

not affect internal prices in either country, and so it would not affect consumer surplus,

producer surplus, or deadweight loss. An equal rate change only affects the distribution of

tax revenues (positive or negative) captured by the two governments, and such a change

in one industry can always be compensated by an offsetting rate change in another indus-

try. The relative bargaining power of the two governments determines the aggregate

trade tax revenue that each collects, but not the composition of that revenue by source

industry.k

The net effect of the negotiated trade policies applied on any good reflects the dif-

ference in the political strength of the industry’s special interests in the two countries.

This difference reflects whether or not the specific factors in the industry are politically

organized, whether price distortions in the industry cause a great or small amount of

deadweight loss, and how willing the industry’s own government is to sacrifice aggregate

welfare in exchange for campaign contributions. The negotiated policies preserve the

political motive that each government has to cater to its local interests, while accounting

for the externality that its policies impose on the other. The components of (2) and (3)

that reflect the terms-of-trade motive for unilateral policy intervention do not appear in

(4), because the exercise of monopoly power via an optimal tariff or export tax enhances

aggregate welfare in one country at the expense of that in the other, and such beggar-thy

neighbor policies have no place in an efficient bargain between governments, be they

economically motivated or otherwise.

2.4 Is it All About the Terms of Trade?
To recap, Mayer (and subsequent authors) identified a terms-of-trade externality that

arises when governments unilaterally pursue the maximization of constituents’ aggregate

welfare. This externality creates an opportunity for mutual gain from cooperation.

Hillman and Moser (and others) argued that governments are motivated not only by

economic concerns but also—or especially—by political concerns that reflect the distri-

bution of income. In their view, a terms-of-trade externality is not the primary motiva-

tion for trade agreements. Rather, governments seek agreements in order to internalize a

market-access externality. They argued that when institutional constraints preclude

direct government support for export industries (for some unspecified reason), the

governments can reap mutual political gains by jointly opening their markets, thereby

capturing the political rewards that their respective export interests have to offer.

k The indeterminacy arises for much the same reason that all home and foreign tariff rates that satisfy (1) are

efficient when tariffs are set by two welfare-maximizing governments.
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So, is it a terms-of-trade externality that motivates trade agreements, or something

else? Bagwell and Staiger (1999, 2002) make a strong claim that, even in a world with

politically motivated governments, trade agreements are all about governments over-

coming their temptation to manipulate the terms of trade. But they also claim that, when

addressing the terms-of-trade externality, there is a sense in which governments are inex-

orably led to grant better market access. In short, they claim that there is no meaningful

difference between a terms-of-trade externality and a market-access externality.

Bagwell and Staiger begin by specifying two governments’ objective functions in

reduced form. They write the governments’ political objectives as G(p,pw) and

G* p*,pwð Þ, where p and p* again are the internal (or “domestic”) relative prices that pro-

ducers and consumers face in the home and foreign countries, respectively, and pw is the

world relative price of the good imported by the home country, ie, the international

terms of trade. The wedge between p and pw reflects the home country’s trade policies,

while that between p* and pw reflects the foreign country’s trade policies. A special case of

these preferences arises when the governments maximize aggregate welfare, since all fac-

tor prices (and thus market incomes) and all consumption decisions depend on domestic

prices, while a government’s revenue depends on the difference between domestic and

world prices. The Grossman and Helpman (1995b) specification yields a similar reduced

form, once the contributions C and C* that enter directly into the governments’ objec-

tives are replaced by the equilibrium first-stage contribution offers of the special interest

groups. Indeed, the Bagwell-Staiger reduced form represents government preferences in

a wide range of political-economy models with perfect competition, because in all such

models the domestic prices determine the distribution of factor income and consumer

surplus, while the wedges between the world price and the internal relative prices deter-

mine the intergovernmental distribution of tax revenues.

Consider the effects of a rise in the world relative price of the home country’s import

good, pw, holding local prices in both countries constant. This will not alter factor

incomes in either country, nor will it change the prices faced by any consumers. The

only effect is a reduction in the home government’s revenues from its trade policies

and an equal increase in government revenues in the foreign country. Plausibly, this

event should be viewed favorably by the foreign government and unfavorably by the

home government. Accordingly, Bagwell and Staiger posit that G�
pw
> 0 and Gpw < 0.

Concerning the economic environment, they assume only that the Lerner paradox

and the Metzler paradox do not arise.l

l The Lerner paradox applies when an increase in a countries tariff leads to an increase in the world price of its

imports, hence a deterioration in the terms of trade. This can happen only if the government spends a dis-

proportionate share of its tariff revenues on the import good. The Metlzer paradox applies when a tariff

generates such a large improvement in an importing country’s terms of trade that the domestic relative price

of the import good actually falls there. For this to happen in the home country, the foreign excess demand

for its import good must be sufficiently inelastic.
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The market-clearing world price depends on the trade policies chosen by the two

governments. Given the trade policies and the market-clearing world price, the pair

of domestic prices are determinedmechanically. In such circumstances, one might as well

imagine that the governments choose their domestic prices directly and the respective

trade policies are determined residually, once pw is determined. Writing pw as a function

of p and p* to reflect the dependence of equilibrium prices on trade policies, the first-

order conditions for the governments’ optimal choices of domestic prices at the Nash

equilibrium imply

Gp p,pwð Þ+Gpw p,pwð Þ@pw p,p*ð Þ
@p

¼ 0, (5)

G�
p* p*,pwð Þ+G�

pw
p*,pwð Þ@pw p,p*ð Þ

@p*
¼ 0: (6)

As before, this outcome is politically inefficient, inasmuch as both G and G* could be

increased by appropriate adjustments in the domestic prices away from those that prevail

in the noncooperative equilibrium. This can be seen from the fact that the iso-utility

curve for the home policy maker is perpendicular to that for the foreign policy maker

at the Nash equilibrium, whereas political efficiency calls for tangency between these

two curves.

Next, Bagwell and Staiger designate a benchmark that they term the “politically opti-

mal tariffs.” They define these tariffs implicitly as the wedges that arise between domestic

and world prices when the internal prices satisfy

Gp p,pwð Þ¼ 0, (7)

G�
p* p*,pwð Þ¼ 0: (8)

How should we understand these politically optimal tariffs? They are the tariffs the gov-

ernments would choose if, for some unspecified reason, each were to ignore the effect on

its political objective that results from changes in the terms of trade, and if each expected

the other to do similarly; that is, if both acted as ifGpw �G�
pw
� 0. Were the governments

hypothetically to behave in such amanner, there would be no scope for them to negotiate

a trade agreement in pursuit of mutual political gains. To see why, consider the effect of a

change in the foreign tariff, t*, on the political welfare of the home government, starting

from a pair of local prices that satisfy (7) and (8). A change in t* would induce an equi-

librium adjustment of the home price, p, but to first order this alone would neither benefit

nor harm the home government, by (7). The change in t* would also alter the terms of

trade. But the induced change in pw would generate a pure transfer of welfare between

the two governments and so it could not be a basis for mutual gain. In short, if each gov-

ernment were to set its tariff equal to the political optimal, there would be nothing further

on which they could agree.
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The politically optimal tariffs refer to a thought experiment; Bagwell and Staiger view

them as purely hypothetical and do not suggest that governments would have reason to

behave this way in any set of circumstances. Since there is no behavioral justification for

these tariffs, it is difficult to evaluate whether they provide a sensible benchmark to use in

ascribing motives to the governments. Are terms-of-trade externalities an apt description

of the motivation for trade negotiations, because no negotiations would take place if gov-

ernments simply ignored their welfare effects? Perhaps, but without an explanation about

why and in what circumstances the governments might do so, this is largely a matter of

semantics. The semantic nature of the debate becomes clear when Bagwell and Staiger are

asked, Is there no market-access externality such as the one identified by Hillman and

Moser? Bagwell and Staiger (2002) in fact regard the terms-of-trade externality and

the market-access externality as being two sides of the same coin. They associate the mar-

ket access that a country affords to its trade partner at world prices pw with the import

demand function, for example,M(p,pw) for the home country. Now, starting from a non-

cooperative equilibrium, suppose the home government were to contract its market

access marginally by increasing the domestic relative price of the import good. In the

absence of any Lerner paradox, this would have to decrease the world price, pw.

At the Nash equilibrium value of p*, the effect on the political objective of the foreign

government is unambiguously negative. So, a contraction of market access imposes a

negative externality abroad, and a mutually beneficial trade agreement requires each gov-

ernment to shift out its import demand function, ie, to grant expandedmarket access to its

trade partner.m

The important conclusion is that, with perfect competition in world markets, for a

wide range of political objective functions governments have an incentive to negotiate

a trade agreement that expands world trade. This is the essence of the Bagwell-Staiger

insight, more so than whether we describe the agreement as being one in which each

country offers a better world price for the initial volume of trade (improved terms of

trade) or as one in which each offers greater import demand at the initial world prices

(improved market access).

2.5 Market Distortions and Corrective Policies
We have seen that governments have an incentive to negotiate a trade agreement even

when their objectives include the support of local special interests. The politically effi-

cient agreement induces governments to take into account the international externalities

from their policy decisions and generates improved market access for exporters in both

mBagwell and Staiger (2002) make a global argument. They say that an agreement provides additional market

access for a country if its trade partner’s import demand function shifts out for some world prices. They

prove that every mutually beneficial trade agreement must secure additional market access in this sense

for both countries.
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countries. What if local markets do not function perfectly and governments need to use

the policy instruments at their disposal to overcome market inefficiencies? Or what if

governments have idiosyncratic preferences for certain types of market outcomes, be they

economic or noneconomic objectives? Trade policies are part of the arsenal that policy

makers have to correct market failures and to generate preferred outcomes. And other

policies besides trade policies—even if “legitimately” motivated—can generate external-

ities for other governments. How should we think about the purpose of trade agreements

in a setting with market distortions, noneconomic objectives, and the possibility that

governments might invoke all manner of domestic economic policies?

Bagwell and Staiger (2001, 2002, Chapter 8) offer an elegant answer to this question.

Let us now write the objectives of the home and foreign governments asG(p, pw, s) and

G* p*,pw, s*ð Þ, respectively, where p and p* are the relative prices faced by home and

foreign consumers, and s and s* represent the levels of two arbitrary domestic policies

set by the home and foreign governments.n The domestic policies might be subsidies

to local production of one good or the other, in which case the prices received by pro-

ducers would differ from those paid by consumers. Or the policies might represent inter-

ventions in local factor markets, either in the form of taxes or subsidies for factor

employment or factor supply, or else measures of direct regulation of factor usage.

The policies could also represent limits on pollution, standards for product quality or

safety, restrictions on the use of underage labor, minimum wage rates, etc. Meanwhile

G �ð Þ andG* �ð Þ could incorporate political and distributional objectives of the govern-
ment, as before, as well as their idiosyncratic preferences over market outcomes, and the

government objectives could reflect the extent to whichmarket failings that can be traced

to factor-market rigidities or product-market externalities. We rule out only the exercise

of monopoly power by firms or households (which wewill discuss later) and international

nonpecuniary externalities that arise, for example, from cross-border pollution, induced

climate change, or local concerns about market outcomes in the other country.o As

before, we assume away conditions that give rise to the Lerner and Metzler paradoxes,

and we assume that the Marshall-Lerner conditions for market stability (ie, that a rise in

the relative price of a good causes world excess for the good to fall) are satisfied.

Now, governments set their trade policies and their “other” policies. Equivalently,

they choose their domestic prices p and p* along with s and s*; in this conceptualization,

the trade policies are determined residually. The choices of (p, s) and p*, s*ð Þ determine

n This representation of government objectives is slightly different from the one used by Bagwell and Staiger

(2001, 2002), but it captures the essence of their arguments about both standards and production subsidies

provided that the local prices p and p* are interpreted to be consumer prices and the governments do not

have use of consumption taxes and subsidies. Bagwell and Staiger (2006) analyze WTO treatment of

production subsidies in a setting that allows for domestic consumption policies.
o An example of a local concern for market outcomes in other countries arises when citizens disdain the use

of child labor, even if it occurs outside the borders of their country.
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home and foreign supplies and demands, given pw, and so the world relative price must

settle at the level that clears the world market. In other words, the equilibrium world

price can be written as pw p, s,p*, s*ð Þ. Each government has two first-order conditions

that guide its unilateral choice of trade and domestic policies; for example, for the home

government, these are

Gp p,pw, sð Þ+Gpw p,pw, sð Þ@pw p, s,p*, s*ð Þ
@p

¼ 0, (9)

Gs p,pw, sð Þ+Gpw p,pw, sð Þ@pw p, s,p*, s*ð Þ
@s

¼ 0: (10)

On the other hand, global political efficiency requires that the home government set p

and s to maximizeG p,pw, sð Þ+ λG* p*,pw, s*ð Þ, where λ is the relative weight attached to
the foreign government’s objective in the efficient agreement, an indicator of its relative

negotiating ability. Therefore, the globally efficient home policies satisfy

Gp p,pw, sð Þ+ Gpw p,pw, sð Þ+ λG�
pw

p*,pw, s*ð Þ
h i@pw p, s,p*, s*ð Þ

@p
¼ 0, (11)

Gs p,pw, sð Þ+ Gpw p,pw, sð Þ+ λG�
pw

p*,pw, s*ð Þ
h i@pw p, s,p*, s*ð Þ

@s
¼ 0: (12)

Clearly, the unilateral policies that the home government would choose in a noncoop-

erative setting, as given by (9) and (10), do not satisfy the requirements for political

efficiency in (11) and (12). The inefficiency of the Nash equilibrium arises again from

an international externality, as reflected in the neglected terms λG�
pw

p*,pw, s*ð Þ
@pw p, s,p*, s*ð Þ=@p½ � and λG�

pw
p*,pw, s*ð Þ @pw p, s,p*, s*ð Þ=@s½ �. And clearly the external-

ities travel to the foreign country via world prices; when the home government acts

unilaterally, it ignores the effect that its choices have on world market prices and thereby

on the objectives of the foreign government. The foreign government can react by set-

ting its trade and domestic policies to further its own political objectives, to pursue its

idiosyncratic preferences over market outcomes, and to offset its local market distortions,

but ultimately the joint choices in a Nash equilibrium leave scope for mutual gain.

Bagwell and Staiger make a further observation. Suppose the governments negotiate

over market access, as reflected in the location of each country’s import demand schedule

or, equivalently, as ultimately reflected in the world market price. Once they agree on a

value of pw, the governments can (and should) be left to determine their ownmix of trade

and domestic policies. That is, suppose the governments conclude that pw p, s,p*, s*ð Þ
should be equal to �pw under an international agreement. Then unilateral policy choices

by the home government subject to pw p, s,p*, s*ð Þ¼ �pw will satisfy

Gp p,�pw, sð Þ+ γ
@pw p, s,p*, s*ð Þ

@p
¼ 0, (13)
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Gs p,�pw, sð Þ+ γ
@pw p, s,p*, s*ð Þ

@s
¼ 0, (14)

where γ is the Lagrange multiplier on the terms-of trade (or market-access) constraint.

By judicious choice of �pw, γ can be made to equal Gpw p,�pw, sð Þ+ λG�
pw

p*,�pw, s*ð Þ,
and then the conditions for global political efficiency in (11) and (12) will be satisfied.

In short, the international agreement can leave the details about policy mix to each

country, as long as each provides the appropriate degree of market access.

Lest this tolerance for national sovereignty be misinterpreted, Bagwell and Staiger

emphasize its limitation. Given an agreement about market access, their analysis shows

that each government can be allowed to choose its own mix of trade and domestic

policies. But this is not the same thing as saying that the governments can come to an

agreement about trade policies while leaving each one free to choose whatever domestic

policies it prefers. If the governments agree only about trade policies while making no

commitments about their domestic policies, the home government, for example, will

have an incentive to distort its choice of s to satisfy a condition like (10). That is, it will

choose its policy not only to correct the domestic market failure or to achieve its non-

economic objective, but also with an eyes towards the effect on the terms of trade. In so

doing, it will partly undo any concession about providing market access that is implied by

its restricted choice of trade policy. An agreement that restricts choices of trade policies

may be better than no agreement at all, but without a commitment to prescribed levels of

market access, the resulting outcomes will not be politically efficient.

2.6 Critiques of the Theory
I have presented a theory of trade agreements founded on the potential gains from

cooperation among policy makers that have different constituencies and serve different

interests. On the economic side, the theory assumes convex technologies and perfect

competition, but it allows for various types of domestic market failures. On the political

side, it assumes self-interested policy makers who may have purely benevolent motiva-

tions or political motivations and may pursue noneconomic objectives. The theory rests

on the sole premise that a noncooperative Nash equilibrium is inefficient for the two sets

of policy makers, because unilateral policy choices generate international externalities.

The theory presumes governments negotiate trade agreements in order to internalize

these externalities.

The theory has been criticized on various grounds, most notably by Ethier (2007,

2013) and Regan (2006, 2015). The criticisms take three, interrelated forms. First,

whereas the theory highlights the role of terms-of-trade manipulation in motivating

trade negotiations, the rhetoric surrounding actual negotiations makes virtually no ref-

erence to the terms of trade and focuses instead on governments’ aims to reduce

“protectionism.” Second, whereas the theory assumes that governments value tariff
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revenue, the discussions surrounding trade agreements do not highlight such a concern.

Finally, the theory takes the set of political actors that lobby for trade policy as given,

whereas it seems that the prospect of a trade negotiation mobilizes export interests

that might otherwise remain on the political sideline. In this section, I will describe these

criticisms in more detail and outline potential responses.

Recall that Bagwell and Staiger (1999, 2002) identify terms-of-trade manipulation as

the problem that trade agreements are meant to solve. They argue that, in a hypothetical

situation in which governments act unilaterally but behave as if they see no benefit (polit-

ical or otherwise) from any terms-of-trade improvement, the outcome would be polit-

ically efficient and admit no potential gains from cooperation. For this reason, they point

to governmental concerns about terms-of-trade manipulation as the motivating force

behind trade negotiations. Grossman andHelpman (1995b) make no such claim, but they

do observe that the politically efficient trade policies strip away the optimum-tariff com-

ponents of the noncooperative policies while preserving the components that reflect the

difference in the political strengths of the special interests in the import-competing and

exporting industries. One might say that the trade talks in Grossman and Helpman also

are necessary only to rid the world economy of terms-of-trade manipulation.

Regan (2015) describes a “practitioner’s understanding” of trade agreements, based

loosely on his reading of historical accounts by participants in trade negotiations. Trade

practitioners, he asserts, do not mention any concern about the terms of trade. The words

never appear in their accounts of their bargaining experiences. Rather, the practitioners

tell a story of reducing “protectionism,” which he defines as “any unilateral trade policy

that restricts imports to get political support for the government from import-competing

producers.” In his view, policy makers are willing to forego protectionism in exchange

for similar concessions by their partners, because the political support each can attract

from export interests exceeds what each stands to lose from its import-competing

interests.p Regan further notes that a reduction of protectionism in this sense can play

no role in motivating trade negotiations in Bagwell and Staiger (1999, 2002) or

Grossman and Helpman (1995b), because protectionism remains unabated under the

politically efficient agreement.

Next, Regan and Ethier (2013) point to tariff revenues. These are the other side of the

coin from terms-of-trade improvements. When a trade tax causes the world price of a

country’s imports to fall or the world price of its exports to rise, and domestic prices move

in the opposite direction in the absence of any Lerner paradox, the terms-of-trade gain is

realized in the revenues collected by the government. Were the government not to care

about these revenues, it also could not value the change in world prices. Put differently, a

p Regan (2015) cites Hillman et al. (1995) as an example of what he has in mind, although, as noted above,

the welfare effects of term-of-trade changes are essential to the Hillman et al. demonstration that the

political support gains from export interests exceeds the loss from import-competing interests.
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policy that raises domestic prices while collecting no revenue (such as a “voluntary export

restraint”) can only worsen the terms of trade, not improve them. But Regan and Ethier

see no evidence in their reading of practitioners’ accounts of any negotiator’s interest in

the revenues generated by import and export taxes.

Finally, Regan and Ethier argue that the key to understanding trade agreements is the

boon they provide to export interests. As they recognize themselves, their preferred

account relies on an assumption that export interests have no way to capture policy rents

in a world of unilateral policy setting in a manner akin to what import-competing inter-

ests manage to do. Import-competing interests exchange political support in the form of

campaign contributions or otherwise for private benefits from protection. Export inter-

ests, they claim, cannot play this game. According to these authors, a trade negotiation is

fundamentally about empowering export interests to counter protectionist forces.q

Let us evaluate these criticisms in terms of what they imply about the modeling of

trade agreements. The fact that practitioners do not mention a concern about the terms

of trade per se is not determinative about their role in the workings of formal models of

international externalities. The terms of trade are instrumental in these models, not a

direct policy goal. The Grossman-Helpman model assumes that policy makers are con-

cerned with the welfare of their constituents and with campaign contributions, and that

the latter are offered by interest groups to further their economic interests. The politicians

need only recognize that a lower price of imports contributes to the welfare of consumers

and that a higher price of exports adds to the income of (some) producers in order to

behave “as if” they are concerned about the terms of trade. What policy maker would

not prefer that imports be cheaper and that exports command higher prices, all else the

same? This logic underlies the reduced-form specification of preferences in Bagwell

and Staiger. The legitimacy of their rather general formulation of government prefer-

ences does not rest on whether practitioners use the words “terms of trade” to describe

their bargaining goals.

The modeling of trade agreements by Grossman and Helpman and by Bagwell and

Staiger does rely on the assumption that governments care about the fiscal consequences

of their policy choices. To see why, consider a Grossman-Helpman world in which a

negligible fraction of the population is represented by an interest group (αL ¼ 0) and

in which the government for some reason places no value of tax revenue, positive or

negative. In such a setting, the equilibrium contribution schedules would induce the gov-

ernment to act as if it were maximizing G¼P
1+ aIið ÞΠi pið Þ+ Si pið Þ, where a is the

weight that the policy maker attaches to campaign contributions relative to producer-

plus-consumer surplus (but with no revenue term), Πi pið Þ and Si pið Þ are producer and

q Neither Ethier nor Regan provides a logically consistent formal model of this process. Similar informal

statements about this role of trade negotiations can be found in the writings of some trade-focused political

scientists and legal scholars, such as, Hudec (1993), Destler (2005), and Pauwelyn (2008).
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consumer surplus from the consumption of good i when the domestic price is pi, and Ii
again is a dichotomous variable that indicates whether industry i is politically organized or

not. Note that @G=@pi¼ 1+ aIið Þxi pið Þ� ci pið Þ, where xi and ci are output and consump-

tion, respectively, and that @2G=@p2i ¼ 1+ aIið Þx0i pð Þ� c0i pð Þ> 0. Evidently, there can be

no interior solution in this setting; each government tries to set as high a domestic price as

possible, which it can do by raising toward infinity its export subsidy. Needless to say, this

is not a sensible prediction of the model and does not provide a benchmark against which

to consider governments’ incentives for negotiating a trade agreement. In a political-

economy setting in which governments literally do not care about the fiscal implications

of their policies, their search for contributions or other forms of political support leads

them to subsidize lavishly whichever group has more at stake in the policy decision

and a better means of playing the political game.

Regan and Ethier recognize that an assumption of no governmental concern for fiscal

deficits generates nonsensical predictions, so they argue instead for a formulation in

which the government places no value on any positive revenues generated by trade taxes,

but bears a prohibitive cost of making public outlays for import or export subsidies.

Regan in particular argues that such an assumption—admittedly inconsistent with the

belief that policy makers are “rational actors”—is descriptively realistic. But, even if

we accept such irrationality, it is not clear how it would rescue the situation. Suppose

a government acts unilaterally to maximize G¼P
1+ aIið ÞΠi pið Þ+ Si pið Þ, but does so

under the constraint thatRi� pi�pwið Þ ci pið Þ�xi pið Þ½ � � 0 for all i, where pwi is the world

price of good i and therefore Ri is the revenues collected from trade taxes on good i.

The constraint says that the revenues from any trade tax cannot be negative, ie, that

subsidies to trade are impossible. There are two cases to consider. Suppose first that

xi pwið Þ> ci pwið Þ, ie, that the country would export good i under free trade. In this case,

@G=@pi ¼ 1+ aIið Þxi pið Þ� ci pið Þ> 0, so the government would like to raise the domestic

price to benefit the exporters, but it cannot do so due to the fact that subsidies are

forbidden. Alternatively, suppose that ci pwið Þ> xi pwið Þ, ie, that the country would import

good i under free trade. If ci pwið Þ> 1+ aIið Þxi pwið Þ, it would wish to reduce the domestic

price, but cannot do so without subsidizing imports. If ci pwið Þ< 1+ aIið Þxi pwið Þ, it will
instead wish to raise the domestic price, and will do so until imports are eliminated.

So a government that acts unilaterally and that does not care about positive revenues from

trade taxes but stays clear of trade subsidies has either zero or prohibitive trade taxes in

every sector. This hardly seems a reasonable depiction of the counterfactual outcome in

the absence of a trade agreement.

More promising, perhaps, is the Ethier-Regan suggestion that trade negotiations

empower export interests that otherwise would be shut out of the political process. They

offer no convincing reason why import-competing interests are able to organize

themselves and lobby for protection in a noncooperative setting whereas export interests

cannot do so. Nor do they offer any explanation as to why the situation suddenly changes
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when trade negotiations are contemplated.r But Grossman and Helpman (1995b) are

silent about which industries are politically organized and which are not, and Bagwell

and Staiger (2002) are silent about the stability of their reduced-form government pref-

erences. It is certainly possible that new interest groups become organized when trade

negotiations are active, so that the induced government preferences change.s Future

research might uncover reasons why the onset of trade negotiations encourages the

participation of export interests in lobbying that are otherwise unable to influence trade

policy outcomes. If so, then policy makers might well wish to enter into trade agreements

as a way of to mobilize these interests and thereby counter the forces of protectionism.t

Regan (2015) and others have offered another critique of the competitive theory of

trade agreements, one that focuses on its predictions rather than its assumptions. The cri-

tique concerns the model’s implications for how export subsidies ought to be treated in

trade agreements and the reality of how modern agreements actually treat such subsidies.

Indeed, (Bagwell and Staiger, 2002, Chapter 10) have been puzzled by this same issue.

Consider again the trade policies that result when the home and foreign governments

choose t and t* to maximize G(W,C) ¼ aW + C and G* W*,C*ð Þ¼ a*W*+C*,
respectively, in a noncooperative equilibrium of the Grossman-Helpman “trade wars”

model.u Suppose that good i is an export good for the home country and that, contrary

to the discussion in the previous paragraph, its export industry is politically active even

before any trade talks take place, ie, Ii ¼ 1. The home-country’s trade policy in the Nash

equilibrium might involve an export subsidy ti > 1ð Þ or an export tax ti< 0ð Þ. The first
term on the right-hand side of (2) captures the force for a subsidy, reflecting the influence

bought by the domestic industry. The second term captures the force for a tax, inasmuch

as an export tax improves the country’s terms of trade and thus contributes to the

r Regan (2015) does offer the argument that government support for exporters in the noncooperative setting

would require export subsidies and that governments find such subsidies politically intolerable, for some

unexplained reason. But as we have just seen, the combination of indifference to positive tariff revenues and

intolerance for any trade subsidies leads inexorably to the conclusion that either trade is free or none takes

place.
s Mitra (1999) develops a model in the spirit of Grossman-Helpman (1994) in which interests group endog-

enously form prior to the lobbying game by bearing a cost of organizing. However, the equilibrium in his

model does have endogenous organization by some export industries, just as it has endogenous organiza-

tion by some import-competing industries.
t This potential argument for a trade agreement has the same flavor as the commitment theories that are

discussed in Section 4. That is, a government that has benevolent intentions ex ante may anticipate that

it will be tempted to cater to organized interests ex post. By entering into a trade negotiation, it encourages

the participation of the exporters in the political process and thereby induces an outcome that is closer to its

ex ante preferences.
u A similar argument can be made using instead the Bagwell-Staiger reduced-form specification of the gov-

ernments’ objectives, G(p, pw) and G p*,pwð Þ, for which the Nash equilibrium is described by (7) and (8).
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country’s aggregate welfare (note that e�i < 0 when the foreign country imports good i).

The net effect reflects, inter alia, the size of a, the government’s weight on contributions

relative to welfare. When a is large, ti< 1, as concerns about welfare carry the day. When

a is small, ti > 1, as the lobbyists prefer.

Suppose theNash equilibrium policy involves an export subsidy and that the countries

come together to discuss a cooperative trade agreement. A small change (up or down) in

the home country’s subsidy has no effect on the government’s objective,G, because tiwas

chosen by the home government to balance the marginal effects of a policy change on

contributions and welfare. But a small increase in the home export subsidy (starting from

the Nash equilibrium) raises the objectiveG* of the foreign government. An increase in

the subsidy rate conveys a positive externality to the foreign government inasmuch as it

reduces the world price of one of that country’s import goods, ie, it improves the foreign

terms of trade. Since the foreign government has chosen t�i to balance the marginal influ-

ence of its import-competing industry against the marginal affect on aggregate welfare,

dG*/dti must be positive at the Nash equilibrium. In short, the model predicts that trade

talks ought to encourage larger export subsidies than in the noncooperative equilibrium.

But the actual rules of the GATT and WTO do much the opposite, in fact they forbid

export subsidies entirely.v

Unfortunately, the literature offers no compelling reason why trade agreements

should outlaw export subsidies in a trading environment characterized by perfectly com-

petitive markets. Perhaps the world economy is better described by pervasive imperfect

competition, in which case the analysis of Section 3 comes into play. There, as we shall

see, limitations on export subsidies can more easily be explained. Or perhaps further

research will uncover other ways to resolve what Maggi (2014) has termed the

“export subsidy puzzle.”

3. INTERNATIONAL EXTERNALITIES WITH IMPERFECT COMPETITION

Until now, I have focused on international externalities that arise in a perfectly com-

petitive trading environment. These externalities give rise to gains from cooperation

and so provide incentives for governments to negotiate a trade agreement. I now turn

to environments with imperfect competition, where a wider set of externalities

prevail.

v As noted previously, the national policies for industry i in the cooperative equilibrium are not well deter-

mined; only the difference in policies is pinned down by the requirements for political efficiency, as

expressed in (4). Accordingly, ti might fall as the result of trade talks, so long as t�i does so as well. Still,

it is troubling that the model suggests that marginal increases in export subsidies starting from the Nash

equilibrium would enhance the combined political objectives of the two governments and yet the trade

agreement calls for zero subsidies.
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3.1 Firm-Delocation Externalities
Delocation refers to the exit by producers from some locations coupled with entry by

new firms in other locations. The mix of producers’ locations in an industry can matter

for national welfare whenever firms set prices above marginal cost and transport costs

create price differences across markets. In such a setting, a government may have an

incentive to pursue trade policies that encourage entry at home and exit abroad, thereby

changing the mix of prices faced by local consumers. If the governments act unilaterally,

they will neglect the harm that delocation causes to consumers elsewhere.

Venables (1985, 1987) studied the welfare effects of tariffs in models with imperfect

competition and free entry. In Venables (1987), for example, two countries produce vari-

eties of a differentiated product under increasing returns to scale. They also produce a

homogeneous good under constant returns to scale. The varieties are CES substitutes,

as in Krugman (1980), and trade in the differentiated varieties entails shipping costs. Labor

is the only factor of production. A zero-profit condition determines the number of vari-

eties produced in each country. Venables shows that when the home country levies a

small import tariff, domestic welfare rises even if the tariff revenues confer no social value.

The gains come at the expense of foreign consumers. The mechanism for these welfare

transfers is that of delocation: The tariff raises the profitability of producing in the home

market, which generates additional entry there. Foreign firms lose directly from the inci-

dence of the tariff and indirectly from competition with a greater number of home firms.

So, some firms exit abroad. Since home products do not bear tariffs or shipping costs in

the homemarket, they are cheaper than the imports. Therefore, an increase in the relative

number of domestic producers reduces the home price index, which raises real incomes at

home. Just the opposite is true in the foreign country.

In the model developed by Venables (1987), an export subsidy also can be used to

raise home welfare. A subsidy, like a tariff, enhances profitability for home firms while

reducing that of foreign firms, so it induces entry at home and exit abroad. Again, the

change in the composition of firms benefits consumers at home while harming those

abroad. Although Venables does not discuss the net effect on foreign welfare, it is straight-

forward to show that welfare there might fall; the direct benefit that foreign consumers

receive from the subsidized prices can be more than offset by the harm from delocation.

What are the incentives for forming a trade agreement in the presence of delocation

externalities? Ossa (2011) addresses this question in a model based on Krugman (1980).

He considers trade between two countries that have symmetric preferences and the same

production technologies. The countries may differ in their labor endowments and in

their trade policies. Consumers have Cobb-Douglas preferences over a homogeneous

good and a CES composite of differentiated varieties. The homogeneous good is pro-

duced with constant returns to scale and is freely traded. Varieties of the differentiated

product require a fixed input of labor as well as a constant per-unit variable input.
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The differentiated varieties are traded subject to an iceberg shipping cost and an ad valorem

import tariff. Firms earn zero profits in an equilibrium with free entry.

Ossa assumes that the iceberg trade costs are sufficiently high that both countries pro-

duce differentiated products. Also, the labor endowments are sufficiently large that both

countries produce positive amounts of the homogeneous good. As in Venables (1987), he

finds that the real price index in each country is decreasing in the country’s own tariff and

increasing in the tariff of its trading partner, for small enough tariffs. The explanation

again is delocation: A tariff at home generates entry by home firms and exit by foreign

firms and the direct effect of the higher import prices due to the tariff is more than offset

by the indirect effect of the change in the mix of producers.

If tariff revenues do not enter the government’s welfare calculus, then the pair of

welfare-maximizing governments set prohibitive tariffs in a Nash equilibrium of the pol-

icy game. If the revenues do figure in welfare, then the Nash tariffs are positive but finite.

The interior solution results from the fact that by further raising an already high tariff, the

government sacrifices tax revenue. This cost must eventually outweigh the benefit from

further delocation. As usual, the noncooperative tariffs are detrimental to the joint wel-

fare of the two countries. The benefit that each country achieves by delocation comes at

the expense of its trading partner and generates further deadweight loss. Efficiency

requires tariff reductions; eg, in the case in which tariff revenue does not enter welfare,

at least one country’s tariff rate must be set to zero under an efficient trade agreement.

Ossa emphasizes that the externality that arises in the noncooperative Nash equilib-

rium of his model should not be called a terms-of-trade externality. Since the CES

demand structure implies a constant markup over marginal cost, the ex-factory prices

of export goods are independent of the tariff rate. If we define the terms of trade to

be the ex-factory price of an imported variety divided by that of a domestic variety, then

the terms of trade are, in fact, independent of trade policy. If, instead, we define the terms

of trade as the price index for exported varieties divided by the price index for imported

varieties, then—as Ossa shows—a tariff that improves a country’s welfare via delocation

actually generates a deterioration in its terms of trade. The purpose of a trade agreement,

he argues, is to internalize the externality that results when countries use their import

policies to alter the composition of domestic and foreign firms in the market.

Bagwell and Staiger (2012b) consider a different but related model with delocation

possibilities, namely one based on Venables (1985). Their model has linear demands

for a homogeneous product and no income effects on demand. Home and foreign firms

engage in Cournot competition in the two markets, which are assumed to be segmented.

Trade costs are positive. As in Venables (1985), the equilibrium features two-way trade in

identical products. A small tariff in the home country increases the number of firms

located there, decreases the number of firms in the foreign country, and by altering

the intensity of Cournot competition in the two markets, it raises home welfare at the

expense of foreign welfare. In this setting, if governments are limited to using import
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tariffs as instruments for delocation, then—just as in Ossa (2011)—the inefficient

Nash equilibrium involves positive tariffs in both countries. Moreover, the countries

have reason to negotiate a reduction in these tariffs, just as Ossa describes. In a symmetric

setting, the efficient tariffs are zero.

In Bagwell and Staiger’s model, just as in Ossa’s, the countries also have incentive to

introduce export policies. A small export subsidy starting from free trade raises a country’s

welfare just as does a tariff, and for much the same reason (see Venables, 1985). The entry

of firms in the country with the subsidy and the exit of firms in the other country results in

a change in the intensity of competition in the two markets that favors consumers in the

country with the active policy.

Bagwell and Staiger proceed to consider the Nash equilibrium of a policy game in

which the two governments can implement both import and export policies. They find,

perhaps surprisingly, that in the Nash equilibrium, each country combines a tariff on

imports with a tax on exports. The key to this finding is their observation that, when

deviating from free trade, each government can always find a small tariff and a small

export tax that together generate the same internal price and the same consumer surplus

as are achieved under free trade but that yield positive tax revenue. In effect, import tariffs

and export taxes are complements in their model, because a country that imposes a high

tariff and thereby induces entry by a large number of local firms will want to avoid an

export subsidy that would transfer a great deal of revenue to foreign consumers. Put dif-

ferently, with an import tariff in place, an export tax by the home country that causes

entry abroad will increase the volume of foreign exports on which the tariff is levied,

thereby increasing the home government’s revenues. Bagwell and Staiger conclude that,

starting from a noncooperative equilibrium that has positive export taxes and high import

tariffs, the countries might appear to have no reason to conclude an agreement that limits

the use of export subsidies inasmuch as subsidies are absent from this equilibrium. More-

over, an efficient agreement is one in which any positive import tariff maintained by one

country is exactly offset by an export subsidy in the other, so that the net effect of the

offsetting trade policies on world prices is nil. In this sense, export subsidies must be

tolerated (indeed encouraged) to achieve efficiency, unless import tariffs are fully

eliminated. However, as the authors emphasize, an efficient agreement cannot leave gov-

ernments free to choose whatever export subsidies they prefer; once tariffs have been

reduced to low levels, the countries will have incentives to overuse these instruments

to encourage delocation. While the model does not provide an explanation for bans

on export subsidies, it does provide a reason why the use of subsidies should be regulated.

Finally, in Bagwell and Staiger (2015), the authors consider the nature of the exter-

nality that motivates a trade agreement in models of firm delocation. They show that the

globally efficient policies coincide with the “political optimum,” where the latter is

defined as the vector of policies that wouldmaximizeG p,p*,pwð Þ andG* p,p*,pwð Þwere
the two countries for some reason to ignore the effect of its trade policy choices on the
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world price. In this sense, they argue, and contrary to the claim in Ossa (2011), the fun-

damental purpose of a trade agreement in the delocation model is really to eliminate

manipulation of the terms of trade. Maggi (2014) points out, however, that their

conclusion very much relies on their assumption of no income effects in the demands

for the imperfectly competitive good. Moreover, the meaning of “terms-of-trade

manipulation” in a model of Cournot competition with free entry is not entirely clear,

at least not to me.

3.2 Profit-Extracting and Profit-Shifting Externalities
International externalities also arise in imperfectly competitive environments when gov-

ernments can use trade policies to extract monopoly rents from foreign producers or to

shift profits from such producers to their domestic rivals. Katrik (1977) and Svedberg

(1979) were the first to demonstrate that a government might be able to raise national

welfare by imposing a tariff on a good imported from a foreign monopolist. They

assumed that the home country confronts the foreign monopoly with a linear demand.

In such a setting, a small specific tariff reduces the ex-factory price charged by themonop-

oly. Although consumers pay more for the good with the tariff in place, part of their

payment goes to the home government in the form of tariff revenue. The monopolist’s

reduction in the ex factory price corresponds to a terms-of-trade improvement, for the

home country, which boosts its welfare. Brander and Spencer (1984a) extended the

Katrik and Svedberg analyses to include more general demands. When the foreign

monopolist operates subject to a constant marginal cost, a specific tariff induces a

reduction in its ex-factory price if and only if the demand curve is not too convex.

The condition for a terms-of-trade gain in the policy active country is

R�mp00 mð Þ=p0 mð Þ>�1, where p(m) is the home inverse demand for imports m. If this

condition is satisfied—or equivalently, if the inverse demand curve is flatter than the

inverse marginal revenue curve—then a small tariff improves the home country’s terms

of trade and the country’s optimal tariff is positive. Much like the tariff that arises from

unilateral welfare maximization in a competitive setting, the optimal rent-extracting pol-

icy is a beggar-thy-neighbor policy. The revenues captured by the home government

come entirely at the expense of the foreign producer’s profits. Since global efficiency

requires an output greater than what the monopolist sells under free trade and since

the home country’s tariff reduces the monopolist’s output, the optimal tariff in fact

reduces global welfare.

Brander and Spencer (1984b) extend the analysis by considering a market in which a

pair of firms with different national origins compete as duopolists. The firms compete in

segmented markets by simultaneously choosing their deliveries to the two destinations.

In this setting with Cournot competition, not only does a unilateral tariff by some coun-

try have the potential to extract rents from the foreign firm, to the benefit of the domestic
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treasury, but it also changes the outcome of the strategic competition between the two

firms, to the benefit of the domestic producer. Accordingly, if a tariff induces the foreign

firm to reduce the ex-factory price of output destined for the home market, this is suf-

ficient to ensure a welfare gain for the home country. But even if the ex-factory price

rises, home welfare might rise due to the profit shifting that results from the changes

in market shares.

Brander and Spencer go on to consider the Nash equilibrium of a noncooperative

game between two welfare-maximizing governments. In the Nash equilibrium, each

government sets a positive tariff on imports from the other’s country’s monopolist. In

so doing, it captures revenue and shifts profits towards its domestic producer. But the

profit-shifting effects in the two markets offset one another and, taken together, the pair

of Nash tariffs reduce world output. The noncooperative tariffs exceed those that max-

imize world welfare. In this setting, the governments have an incentive to negotiate

mutual trade liberalization and improved market access for their own national firms in

the other country’s market.

Brander and Spencer (1985) provide the cleanest analysis of the international external-

ities that arise from profit-shifting trade policies. They assume that there are single sup-

pliers in each of two countries that produce a common good only for export to a third

market. The governments can subsidize their local firm’s exports in anticipation of the

Cournot competition for third-country sales. Consider the unilateral incentives for the

use of trade policy in one of the exporting countries. There is no consumption there,

so no concern about consumer surplus. The subsidy payment represents a dollar-for-dollar

transfer from the government to the domestic firm,which is neutral from the point of view

of aggregate welfare, if tax revenues and firm profits are weighted equally. What remains,

then, is only the strategic effect of the export subsidy on the outcome of the oligopolistic

competition.When a government offers a subsidy, the local producer has a greater incen-

tive to export than otherwise. For any given quantity of its rival’s sales the local producer

sells more than it would without the subsidy. In other words, the firm’s best response

function shifts outward in the space of the two output levels. If the foreign best-response

function slopes downward—as is commonly assumed for Cournot competition—then

the subsidy induces the rival producer to reduce its exports to the third market. This stra-

tegic response increases the market share for the subsidized firm and increases its export

price relative to what it would be without the rival’s retreat from the market. The price in

the third-country market typically will be lower than what it would be absent the export

subsidy—which implies a terms-of-trade loss for the subsidizing country. But the extra

profits captured by the domestic firm at the expense of its foreign rival more than com-

pensate for this. When both best-response functions slope downward, each government

has a unilateral incentive to subsidize exports in a grab for oligopoly profits.

Again, we recognize an international externality. The profit gains for one producer

come at the expense of the other. And the subsidy causes the price in the third country to
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fall, which means that joint profits for the two exporters also fall. If both governments

were to pursue their unilateral incentives, the resulting pair of subsidies would roughly

neutralize one another, leaving market shares about where they would have been

without the interventions. The firms may benefit from their governments’ largesse,

but welfare inclusive of the subsidy costs must fall in at least one of the exporting coun-

tries. Therefore, the two governments of the exporting countries have a shared incentive

to negotiate a trade agreement that limits the use of such strategic subsidies. Notice that

the purpose of such an agreement would not be to limit manipulation of the terms of

trade (since the noncooperative policies are subsidies that, in fact, worsen the exporters’

terms of trade), but rather to prevent the unilateral pursuit of profit shifting.w

As Brander and Spencer (1985) point out, and Bagwell and Staiger (2012a, Section 5)

further emphasize, the externality associated with profit shifting can explain a trade agree-

ment that limits or prohibits export subsidies among a pair (or group) of exporting coun-

tries, such as the Boeing-Airbus pact between the United States and Europe that limited

the countries’ use of credit subsidies on foreign sales of large passenger aircraft. But the

profit-shifting externality cannot explain a limitation on export subsidies in the context of

a multilateral trade negotiation in which all countries participate. The benefit that export-

ing countries would capture from an agreement that restricts export subsidies comes at

the expense of higher prices and reduced consumer surplus in the importing country or

countries. Bagwell and Staiger examine a Nash equilibrium in a three-country model

with symmetric exporting firms in two of the countries and all consumption confined

to the third country, much as in Brander and Spencer (1985). The Nash equilibrium

in the three-country policy game involves profit-shifting export subsidies in each of

the two exporting countries and a rent-extracting import tariff in the importing country.

An agreement that achieves efficiency for the three countries together does not pin down

the tariff in the importing country or the subsidies in the exporting countries; efficiency

only determines the magnitude of the combined policy wedge. However, it can be

shown that the volume of trade is inefficiently low in the Nash equilibrium as compared

to what is required for efficiency. Therefore, a negotiated agreement should either lower

the tariff in the importing country or raise the subsidies in the exporting countries. Under

w Eaton and Grossman (1986) have pointed out that the optimality of subsidies in an export duopoly rests

heavily on the assumption of Cournot competition. If, instead, the rival exporters engage in Bertrand

(price) competition, the Nash equilibrium policies typical involve a pair of export taxes. A unilaterally

imposed tax serves to temper competition in the third market and to generate a more collusive outcome.

In a Bertrand competition—where a tax on one firm’s exports typically induces its rival to raise its price—

the strategic response can generate revenues for the taxing government that exceeds the loss in its firm’s

profits. Nonetheless, an international externality arises from unilateral policies, because the governments do

not consider the profit gain that the foreign firm enjoys as a result of their export taxes. In fact, the joint

welfare of the two exporting countries would be greater if the export taxes were raised above the levels in

the Nash equilibrium.
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an efficient agreement, the trade policies should be set so that the firms in the two export-

ing countries receive the same cum-subsidy price as one another and the consumers in the

importing country pay the same price as they would under perfect competition with free

trade.

Bagwell and Staiger (2012a) revisit the question of what is the “fundamental purpose”

of a trade agreement in settings with monopoly or oligopoly profits. In other words, they

ask, What is the nature of the international externality that a trade agreement seeks to

correct? Brander and Spencer might concede that rent extraction is a form of terms-

of-trade manipulation inasmuch as the government captures revenue from its import tar-

iff by inducing a foreign monopolist or oligopolist to lower its ex-factory price. But what

about strategic subsidies that steal profits from other exporters and generate welfare gains

despite causing a deterioration of the exporters terms-of-trade? Bagwell and Staiger con-

clude that the identification of a profit-shifting motive for a trade agreement arises only

when the governments lack full sets of trade policy instruments to tax or subsidize imports

and exports and when the importing countries are, for some reason, left out of the cal-

culus. They show that, in a variety of settings with excess profits—albeit all with quasi-

linear utility—a country’s welfare can be written in reduced form as a function

G p,p*,pwð Þ of local prices p at home and p* abroad, and a world price, pw.
x They define

again a “political optimum” as the policies that the governments would choose in a Nash

equilibrium if, for some reason, they were to ignore the welfare enhancing effects of a

terms-of-trade improvement, given local prices at home and abroad. That is, their bench-

mark arises when all governments choose policies to satisfy their first-order conditions,

but in the process act as if Gpw p,p*,pwð Þ� 0. They show that the efficient agreement

coincides with this benchmark, which leads them to conclude once again that the fun-

damental externality operates through the terms of trade.

It is not clear to me why their benchmark is appropriate, especially in a setting such as

this one where the prices in each market are chosen by active players rather than resulting

from market clearing. What does it mean—aside from the formal definition in terms of

the first-order condition—that the government acts “as if the terms of trade do not affect

aggregate welfare given the domestic prices?” And why is it so important that we pin a

name to the externality, be it “profit shifting” or “terms of trade”? Be that as it may, an

interesting insight emerges from Bagwell and Staiger’s analysis. Namely, in a setting in

which each traded good is subject both to an export tax or subsidy imposed by the

exporting country and an import subsidy or tax imposed by the importing country,

and when utility is quasilinear so that the traded good in question is not subject to

any income effects, the policies in the importing and exporting countries become perfect

substitutes in terms of their effects on quantities, consumer surplus, and profits.When one

x The competitive setting considered in Bagwell and Staiger (1999, 2002) is a special case in which the

foreign price p* does not enter the reduced-form government objective function.
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government sets its policy at a level that the other takes as given, the second government

can always “undo” the effects of this policy on local prices in each market by an appro-

priate choice of its own instrument. In so doing, it will impact its trade tax revenues or

subsidy outlays, but it can achieve its chosen targets for consumer surplus and local pro-

ducer profits. This means that the governments can each “get what they want” in the

Nash equilibrium, except for the implied revenues and fiscal costs.y

3.3 Profit-Extracting Externalities in International Outsourcing
Relationships
A recent paper by Antràs and Staiger (2012) addresses the inefficiencies that result from

noncooperative policy setting in an environment with international outsourcing. In such

circumstances, governments may use their trade policies both to correct allocative

inefficiencies that result from incomplete contracting and to extract rents from foreign

producers. The two governments share the former objective but not the latter, and a trade

agreement may be needed to help them to achieve their common goals while avoiding

the inefficiencies that result from conflict.

The economic environment has customized intermediate inputs, two-sided buyer-

supplier relationships, and incomplete contracts that give rise to hold-up problems.

Two countries, Foreign and Home, are small in relation to the world market for some

final good. They take the world price of the final good as given. Foreign alone among the

two can produce intermediate inputs, with a unit continuum of potential suppliers.

Home alone among the pair can produce the final good, with a unit mass of potential

buyers. Each potential supplier in Foreign is matched randomly with a potential buyer

in Home and the two engage in bilateral bargaining in order to work out an outsourcing

arrangement. If the bargaining breaks down, no final good can be produced and any

customized inputs produced for the relationship become worthless. Either country

can import the final good from the rest of the world at the fixed world price and Home

can export the final good to the world market at this same price.

Imperfect contracting manifests in that the specifications of the input cannot be

stipulated before production takes place. Instead, the supplier must produce some quan-

tity of the intermediate good and then negotiate to sell it to its downstream partner.

Given that the outside options are zero at the bargaining stage, the negotiation always

results in a transaction, with a division of ex post surplus dictated by exogenous param-

eters. But the supplier in any relationship anticipates that it will bear the full cost of pro-

duction while capturing only a fraction of the surplus; this hold-up problem generates

y As Maggi (2014) notes, this would not be true if the allocation of revenues had an effect on market

demands, as they would in a demand system with income effects. It would also not be true if the inter-

national distribution of revenues and outlays had implications for efficiency, for example, if raising revenue

entails deadweight losses from distorting taxes.
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underinvestment in the intermediate input and an inefficiently low level of offshoring in a

free-trade equilibrium.

Now consider the use of trade policies. The government of Foreign can encourage

greater investment by subsidizing exports of the intermediate good. The government of

Home can do likewise by subsidizing imports of the input or by subsidizing exports or

taxing imports of the final product. But the combination of these three policies has impli-

cations for the distribution of rents among the two firms and the two governments.z And

the governments care about national welfare, not global welfare; if they act unilaterally in

a noncooperative equilibrium, they will take actions on the margin that benefit their local

producers and their treasury at the expense of profits and revenues abroad.

Consider first the incentives facing the government of Home. If its goal were to max-

imize global welfare given the foreign export subsidy (or tax), it would allow free trade in

the final good and subsidize imports of the intermediate good to induce the efficient level

of input production. Such a policy would solve the hold-up problem without generating

any by-product distortion of consumption decisions. But, by taxing exports or subsidiz-

ing imports of the final good, the government of Home can engineer a bargaining out-

come that is more favorable to its local firms at the expense of their foreign suppliers. The

best response of the government of Home to any policy in Foreign is to combine such a

tax on exports or subsidy to imports with an import subsidy for intermediates that pushes

the volume of input trade closer to the efficient level, but not fully there. The govern-

ment of Foreign, in turn, finds it optimal to respond to this pair of policies with a tax

on exports of the intermediate input. Two considerations explain why a tax is optimal.

First, the foreign firms choose their output levels to maximize their own profits, which

coincides with the goal that the foreign government has for its local industry. Second, the

tax generates revenue for the foreign government and part of the tax burden is passed on

to home firms in the bargaining process. As Antràs and Staiger (2012) show, the Nash

equilibrium involves an inefficiently low volume of input trade and an inefficiently

low price of the final good in Home, which creates the motivation for a trade

agreement.aa

The requisite trade agreement in these circumstances is, however, rather subtle. First,

efficiency requires intervention in the input market, not free trade. The governments

z The government of Foreign has no reason to place a tariff on imports of the final good, inasmuch as this

has no effect on the efficiency of the outsourcing relationships and it cannot alter its terms of trade vis-à-

vis the rest of the world.
aa Antràs and Staiger proceed to introduce political-economic concerns in the form of a potential extra

weight that the government attaches to profits relative to consumer surplus or tax revenues. They then

ask whether the so-called “political optimum” in this setting, defined as elsewhere, achieves (political)

efficiency for the two governments. They conclude in the affirmative if the governments place no extra

weight on profits, but not otherwise. Accordingly, they describe the trade agreement that arises with

political-economic concerns as addressing more than just a terms-of-trade externality.
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must jointly subsidize the trade in intermediates to overcome the underinvestment asso-

ciated with the hold-up problem. But, second, it is not enough that they agree to an

appropriate level of joint subsidy to intermediate trade. If such a joint subsidy were agreed

and the government of Home were left free to set its own trade policy for final goods—

perhaps because Foreign does not sell this good to Home and it can always import this

good at a fixed terms of trade from the rest of the world—then the government of Home

would subsidize exports of the final good in order to tilt the bargaining between supplier

and buyer in favor of the latter. In fact, an efficient agreement must constraint not

only the policies that directly affect input trade, but also those that affect the outsourcing

relationship in other ways.

3.4 International Agreements to Protect Intellectual Property
Most of the literature on the purpose of international agreements focuses on contracts

aimed at limiting the opportunistic use of trade policies. But the externalities approach

that I have outlined here can also be applied to international agreements that may arise

in other policy areas. To illustrate, I will briefly discuss the purpose of international

agreements to protect intellectual property, such as the TRIPS Agreement in the

WTO. A similar approach has also been applied, for example, to externalities that arise

from governments’ choices of environmental policies; see the survey by Barrett (2005)

for a review of this research.

Grossman and Lai (2004) consider two countries, North and South, that differ in the

sizes of their populations and in their endowments of human capital. The countries use

labor alone to produce varieties of a horizontally differentiated product and a homoge-

neous good. They use labor together with human capital to develop new varieties of the

differentiated product. North has a larger endowment of human capital. Preferences are

quasilinear, with each differentiated product generating some consumer surplus for

households. The differentiated products are sold at monopoly prices by their inventors

until imitation takes place due to imperfect patent protection or until the patent runs out.

Every product becomes obsolete after a fixed period of time. There is free entry into

product development, so the dynamic equilibrium is characterized by equality between

the expected profits from a new product over the course of its economic life and the cost

of developing such a product. In the steady state, the rate of invention of new products

exactly matches the rate of obsolescence of old products.

The welfare maximizing governments in North and South choose policies that deter-

mine the degree of their protection of intellectual property. Grossman and Lai define a

pair of policy variables as ΩN �ωNð1� e�ρτNÞ=ρ and ΩS�ωSð1� e�ρτSÞ=ρ, where ωJ is

the instantaneous probability that a patent used in country Jwill be violated due to lack of

sufficient enforcement, τJ is the duration of patent protection in country J, and ρ is the

discount rate. Thus,ΩJ is a combination of the length and strength of patent protection in
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country J. By assumption, these policies are applied by each government with national

treatment; ie, local and foreign producers are treated similarly by the patent enforcement

authorities of each country.

There are two international externalities that arise in this setting. First, governments

that maximize national welfare ignore the surplus that consumers in the other country

derive from a new invention over the course of that product’s subsequent economic life.

Second, governments that are concerned only with national welfare neglect the loss of

producer surplus (profits) that foreignmonopolies suffer when imitation occurs or patents

expire. Both of these externalities point in the same direction: patents are too short and

too weakly enforced in a noncooperative regime of patent policies compared to the effi-

cient level of protection of intellectual property. The externalities create the opportunity

for a Pareto-improving patent agreement.

If the governments behave noncooperatively, their best-response functions are

downward sloping curves in ΩN,ΩSð Þ-space, because the policies implemented by the

two governments are strategic substitutes; when one country affords greater protection

of intellectual property, this induces greater innovation by firms in both countries and

reduces the incentive that the other country has to offer its own inducement for

R&D. The Nash equilibrium occurs at the unique intersection of these downward slop-

ing curves. Grossman and Lai show that, in a Nash equilibrium, if the size of the con-

sumer population in North is at least as large as that in South and the endowment of

human capital in North is larger that in the South, then ΩN >ΩS; ie, North provides

greater protection for intellectual property than South. In such circumstances, North

has greater incentive to protect intellectual property, because it has more consumers

who can enjoy the surplus from new products and it has more monopolies that stand

to lose profits by patent infringement or patent termination. Notice that these results

do not rely on discrimination, because national treatment precludes any discrimination

in the application of patent rules.

Grossman and Lai compare the patent policies that emerge in a Nash equilibriumwith

those that would be stipulated by an efficient agreement. The efficiency frontier lies uni-

formly outside the two best-response functions, because the two externalities imply that,

given any policy of the other government, each government provides less protection of

intellectual property than would maximize global welfare. Therefore, an international

agreement must strengthen patent protection in at least one country and provide greater

incentives for innovation worldwide. An efficient agreement need not strengthen

patent protection in both countries in order to generate Pareto welfare gains and

“harmonization” of national patent policies is not necessary for global efficiency. In fact,

a continuum of combinations of ΩN and ΩS can be used to achieve efficiency; all that

matters for efficiency is the aggregate protection of intellectual property in the world

economy, whereas the policies required of each country under an efficient agreement

govern the division of welfare between the two.
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4. TRADE AGREEMENTS AS COMMITMENT DEVICES

In Sections 2 and 3, I reviewed a literature that treats trade agreements as a means to over-

come international externalities. The externalities may arise from the incentives govern-

ments have to manipulate their terms of trade or from other externalities, such as the

incentive to relocate firms to the local market or to shift profits to local oligopolists.

Another strand of literature offers an alternative explanation for trade agreements, namely

that they provide a means for governments to tie their own hands and resist the temp-

tation to give in to local special interests that advocate polices inimical to the general

good. I prefer to think of the commitment motive as explaining why a country might

sign an existing trade agreement, rather than a reason for two countries to get together

to negotiate an agreement de novo. It is not clear to me why governments would prefer to

design a trade agreement to achieve commitment vis-à-vis their own special interests

rather than to self commit by some other, simpler means. Negotiating a new agreement

is a complicated process that involves many compromises; wouldn’t it be easier to do so

unilaterally by, for example, passing a constitutional amendment that restricts the use of

trade policy instruments? However, if an agreement already exists in some form, a coun-

try may choose to take advantage of its existence by acceding to its terms. Be that as it

may, the literature offers an interesting answer to the question,Whymight a government

be willing to sign a trade agreement?

Pre-commitment is desirable when a policy that the government regards as beneficial

before the private sector takes some irreversible (or costly to reverse) action no longer is

so afterwards. This situation creates a “time-inconsistency” problem, as famously

described by Kydland and Prescott (1977). The literature offers several examples of

economic environments where the trade policy that is optimal ex ante no longer is so

ex post. I will describe informally a setting akin to that in Staiger and Tabellini (1987)

as an example.

Suppose the world price of some import good falls, which depresses incomes for those

whowork in the import-competing sector. This creates an incentive for workers to move

from the adversely impacted sector to others. Imagine that workers must make a decision

at some point in time whether to move to a new job or not. Moving requires them to

incur a sunk cost that cannot be recouped subsequently. Let there be a distribution of such

costs among workers in the import-competing sector, so that all those with a personal

cost below some critical level move, while the remainder stay in their original jobs, albeit

at lower pay. Finally, suppose the government values high national income, but also has a

preference for an equal distribution of that income.

Once the trade shock has occurred and workers have made their irreversible choices

to stay or move, the government will see higher incomes in the export sector than in the

import-competing sector. If resource allocation has been fully determined by this point,

the policy makers may find it attractive to use trade policy as a means to redistribute
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income. The government can impose an import tariff that somewhat restores wages in

the import-competing sector, thereby narrowing the income gap that results from the

terms-of-trade shock.

However, if the government is free to use trade policy as a redistributive tool, the

workers may anticipate such interventions when they make their decisions whether to

move jobs or not. If the workers understand that the government’s optimal policy will

involve intervention that partly restores wages in the import-competing sector, fewer of

them will move to the export sector than would be the case without such expectations.

The government’s ex post response to potential inequality will come at a high cost in

terms of national income, because there will be less movement of workers than what

efficiency requires. Herein lies the potential benefit from precommitment: a trade agree-

ment that precludes tariff hikes in response to terms-of-trade shocks can increase alloca-

tive efficiency to such an extent as to more than offset the perceived social welfare cost

from accepting greater inequality.ab

Maggi and Rodriguez-Clare (1998) extend a similar logic to a setting with political-

economic forces at work. Consider a small country that faces given world prices and that

has a fixed stock of capital. Initially, the capital is malleable and can be allocated to either

of the economy’s two, nonnumeraire sectors. Once allocated, however, the capital is

specialized such that it no longer can be used to produce the other good. The timing

is as follows. First, capital owners allocate their capital to one industry or the other. Then

interest groups form (exogenously) and the organized groups lobby for trade policy.ac In a

small departure fromGrossman and Helpman (1994), suppose that the lobbying proceeds

by Nash bargaining between the policy maker and the organized groups, with an exog-

enous fraction σ of the surplus accruing to the former. Finally, the government imple-

ments trade policies, competitive firms hire capital and mobile labor to produce output,

and households devote their after-tax incomes (reflecting payments made or rebates

received to balance the government’s budget) to consumption of the three goods.

The policy maker has an objective function of the form G(W,C) ¼ aW + C, while

the lobbies, which represent a small fraction of the total population, seek to maximize

ab One might reasonably ask, In what sense does a trade agreement preclude a tariff hike? Mightn’t a gov-

ernment that has signed a trade agreement decide anyway to raise its tariffs? Presumably, a government

that is tempted to use trade policy to redistribute income might be dissuaded from doing so by its par-

ticipation in a trade agreement only if it fears some sort of retaliation from its agreement partners. More-

over, the country’s trading partners will not have any incentive to retaliate against an unauthorized tariff

hike unless there are external effects of trade policies. In this general sense, the commitment power of a

trade agreement also relies on the presence of international trade policy externalities.
ac Mitra (2002) disallows intersectoral capital mobility both ex ante and ex post but introduces a fixed cost of

political organization such that lobbies form endogenously. In his setting, as well, a government may wish

to sign a trade agreement in order to precommit to free trade in anticipation of how the political economy

will play out in the absence of commitment.
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their industry’s capital income in view of the owners’ negligible stake in aggregate con-

sumer surplus and in the government budget.

Suppose there is a multilateral trade agreement in effect, but that the government of

the small country has not acceded to it, thereby retaining its sovereign right to set what-

ever trade policies it likes. Once the capital has been allocated and the lobbies have been

formed, the organized groups bargain with the government over trade policies. At this

stage, the fallback positions are zero contributions from any organized group and free

trade; the latter policy maximizes aggregate welfare and therefore the government’s

objectiveG in the absence of any meeting of the minds about contributions and policies.

Let Πi½ 1+ tið Þp�i ,Ki� be the payments to capital in industry i when the world price is p�i ,
the ad valorem tariff or export subsidy applied to this good is ti, and the capital that has

previously been allocated to the sector is Ki. The joint surplus of the organized lobbies

and the policy maker is given by

J Kð Þ¼ max
t½ �

aW t,Kð Þ+
X
i

IiΠi 1+ tið Þp�i ,Ki

� 	� aW ð0,KÞ�
X
i

IiΠi p
�
i ,Ki

� 	
,

where t is the vector of trade policies applied to the two nonnumeraire industries,K is the

vector of capital allocations to the two nonnumeraire industries, W t,Kð Þ is aggregate
welfare when the trade policies are t and the capital allocations areK,W(0,K) is aggregate

welfare under free trade when the capital allocations are K, and Ii is an indicator variable

that takes on a value of one if industry i is politically organized and zero otherwise.

In these circumstances, the government achieves the political welfare G¼ aW ð0,KÞ
+ σJ Kð Þ, in view of the fact that it receives its fallback level of welfare plus the fraction

σ of the surplus in the lobbying relationships. The net payoffs for the organized groups

can be calculated similarly.

Still assuming that the government has not acceded to the multilateral trade agree-

ment, we can solve for the capital allocations in a rational-expectations equilibrium.

The equilibrium allocations,K
�
, are those that equalize the expected net incomes for cap-

ital allocated to the alternative uses, considering the trade policies that are anticipated as

well as the contributions (if any) that are expected to be made.

Now suppose that the government has the opportunity at the outset to sign a trade

agreement that commits the country to free trade. By doing so, it foregoes the surplus

from its political relationships with the lobbies. Although the government sees free trade

as a desirable outcome for aggregate welfare, given any K it prefers to enact protectionist

or export-promoting policies in exchange for the valuable contributions it can extract

from the lobbies. So why would the government potentially wish to precommit to trade

freely? The answer, as before, has to do with the ex ante allocation of capital. With a trade

agreement in place, the capital owners recognize that lobbying for protection or export

subsidies will be futile. Accordingly, they anticipate earnings of Πi½p�i ,Ki� in industry i.
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The allocation that equates the returns in the two industries,KFT, is of course the one that

is ex ante most efficient. Accordingly, W ð0,KFTÞ�W ð0,K�Þ, with strict inequality

whenever K
� 6¼KFT. In deciding whether to accede to the trade agreement, the govern-

ment compares aW(0,KFT), its expected political welfare when it joins the agreement, to

aW ð0,K�Þ+ σJðK�Þ, the net payoff including contributions that it achieves when it opts

not to join.

Maggi and Rodriguez-Clare (1998) observe that joining the trade agreement will be

attractive to the government if σ ¼ 0, but not so if σ ¼ 1. If the policy maker captures

none of the surplus in its relationship with the lobbies, then the comparison hinges on

the aggregate welfare that results from the initial allocation of capital, and

aW ð0,KFTÞ> aW ð0,K�Þ. On the other hand, if the policy maker captures most of this

surplus, then the capital owners will anticipate a net return after lobbying that differs little

from what they would earn under government’s fallback position of free trade; accord-

ingly, the allocation K
�

will be very close to KFT. Then aW ð0,K�Þ+ σJðK�Þ	
aW ð0,KFTÞ+ σJðK�Þ> aW ð0,KFTÞ. In short, the government prefers to tie its own

hands when its bargaining position vis-à-vis domestic interest groups is weak, but not

when it is strong; in the latter case, it can use the flexibility to implement trade policies

to attract contributions from the lobbies that exceed (in its political assessment) the losses

that it policies impose on the general public.

Brou and Ruta (2013) extend the model of Maggi and Rodriguez-Clare (1998) to

allow for domestic subsidies. The government can transfer income to special interests

in the import-competing sector either by affording protection or by providing produc-

tion subsidies that are financed by distortionary taxation. An agreement that limits only

the use of trade policies will not be very attractive to the government, because the value

of precommitting the use of one instrument is limited when the interest group knows that

the government can readily substitute another. Brou and Ruta use the model to analyze

the Subsidies and Countervailing Measures Agreement in the WTO system; a govern-

ment that wishes to tie its hands vis-à-vis domestic lobbies will bemore inclined to accede

to an international agreement that limits the use of production subsidies alongside the use

of tariffs (or export subsidies) than one that restricts only trade policies.

Whereas an agreement that eliminates tariffs and export subsidies may not be attrac-

tive for commitment purposes if it leaves the government free to use good substitutes for

trade policies like production subsidies as alternative means to redistribute income, a gov-

ernment may be willing to sign an agreement that does not constrain the use of more

inefficient means of income transfer. Limão (2011) study a government’s willingness

to constrain the use of tariff policies when nontariff barriers (NTBs) are available as sub-

stitutes. They assume that NTBs, like tariffs, transfer rents to domestic special interests in

the import-competing sectors. But these policies dissipate some of these rents, so they are

strictly less efficient as tools of redistribution. The government may be willing to sign a
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trade agreement that constraints the use of tariffs for reasons akin to those offered by

Maggi and Rodriguez-Clare while recognizing that the costliness of NTBs provides

some assurance that it will not succumb to that temptation, or at least not do so to

any great extent. Limão (2011) offer their analysis as an explanation for why the

WTO system binds tariffs and prohibits production subsidies, but does not constraint

the use of a variety of less efficient policies that can serve as (imperfect) substitutes for

the tariffs and subsidies.

If governments have incentives to negotiate a trade agreement in order to mitigate

international externalities, then the benefits from precommitment vis-à-vis domestic spe-

cial interests can provide an added inducement for doing so. Maggi and Rodriguez-Clare

(2007) incorporate the two distinct benefits of a trade agreement in a single model, which

generates some interesting further insights. There are two symmetrically different

countries and three goods. In the home country, capital endowment K1 can be used

to produce either the numeraire good or good 1. Capital endowment K2 can only be

used to produce good 2. In the foreign country, capital endowment K�
1 can be used only

to produce good 1. Capital endowment K�
2 can be used either to produce good 2 or the

numeraire good. Endowments and demands are such that the home country imports

good 1 and exports good 2. Production technologies are linear in capital and only the

import-competing sector in each country is politically organized. The governments have

a political motive for providing protection and a terms-of-trade motive, as in Grossman

and Helpman (1995b). The international externality lends value to a trade agreement, as

does the capital misallocation that results from anticipated protection.

Let the initial allocations of capital and the initial tariff rates emerge from the Nash

equilibrium of a noncooperative game, as in Grossman and Helpman’s trade war. The

resulting tariffs are larger than the welfare-maximizing rates, and so there is overinvest-

ment in the import-competing industry. Initially there is no thought of a trade agreement

and the allocations do not anticipate one being negotiated. But suddenly, that possibility

arises.ad The lobbies and the governments negotiate over a campaign contribution and

the terms of an agreement, which takes the form of an (endogenous) cap on tariff rates.

The agreement maximizes the joint surplus of the two governments and the two lobbies.

After an agreement is signed—if that happens—each owner of a unit of K1 in the home

country or of type K�
2 in the foreign country has the opportunity to move that capital to

the numeraire sector with some exogenous probability z. The parameter z is meant to

capture the degree of capital mobility in the import-competing industry, from complete

specificity (z ¼ 0) to perfect mobility (z ¼ 1). After any capital reallocation takes place,

the lobby in each country and its government negotiate again about the actual level of the

ad Maggi and Rodriguez-Clare (2007) show that their insights carry over to a version of the model in which

the opportunity to negotiate a trade agreement is not a surprise, but rather is perfectly anticipated when

the initial capital allocation takes place.
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tariff, but this time subject to the constraints imposed by the international agreement.

Finally, political contributions are paid and production, trade and consumption take

place.

Maggi and Rodriguez-Clare show first that the governments and the lobbies (weakly)

prefer an agreement that imposes caps on tariffs to one that explicitly determines their

levels. If an agreement must stipulate exact levels of the policy instruments, a jointly effi-

cient agreement will reduce tariffs from their noncooperative levels, but not to zero, and

there will remain distortions in the allocation of capital and in consumption. Now sup-

pose that there is an option instead to set that same tariff as a maximum, rather than as a

requirement. Such an agreement would leave discretion for each government to set the

actual tariff below the agreed ceiling, and so the lobbies would have to offer contributions

to avoid such an outcome. Inasmuch as a tariff ceiling imposes an additional burden of

contributions on the capital owners, it reduces the overinvestment in politically orga-

nized sectors. Joint surplus is raised by an agreement that reduces such distortions, and

all parties (governments and lobbies) can share in the gains by appropriate adjustment

of contributions in the initial round of lobbying. Accordingly, the model predicts that

a trade agreement will designate tariff ceilings (“bindings”) rather than tariff levels, if such

a contract is possible.

The model links the size of tariffs cuts (from the initial Nash levels to ultimate policies

that are set subject to the constraints of the agreement) to the degree of capital mobility, as

captured by the parameter z. In the extreme, if z¼ 1, the owners of capital in the import-

competing sector can always earn the return promised in the numeraire sector. There are

no rents to be captured in the ex post stage of lobbying, hence the lobbies are not willing

to pay anything to their governments to compensate for long-run distortions associated

with protection. Accordingly, the trade negotiation cuts tariffs to zero. At the opposite

extreme, if z ¼ 0, there is no possibility to undo the misallocation of capital. The equi-

librium agreement eliminates the terms-of-trade component of the Nash tariff—as in

Grossman and Helpman’s trade talks—but it cannot reduce the domestic-commitment

problem. Maggi and Rodriguez-Clare show that the tariff cut relative to the initial, Nash

equilibrium level is monotonically increasing in capital mobility, z. If we interpret this

result as a cross-sectional prediction, it says that tariff cuts should be deeper in those indus-

tries where capital specificity is less and outward reallocation is easier.

Finally, the authors consider how the extent of trade liberalization varies with the

extent of the governments’ concern for aggregate welfare relative to campaign contribu-

tions. In a setting without precommitment considerations, such as Grossman and

Helpman (1995b), the Nash equilibrium tariffs tend to be higher when the governments’

concern for aggregate welfare is small. High initial tariffs limit the volume of trade and

thus weaken the terms-of-trade externalities. We might expect, therefore that tariff cuts

will be smaller when the government has a greater taste for contributions and when it

places less weight on aggregate welfare. But in the model developed by Maggi and
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Rodriguez (2007), the opposite can be true when capital is sufficiently mobile. In this

setting, high initial tariffs in the Nash equilibrium (that emerge when the government

has less concern for aggregate welfare) imply a large departure from allocative efficiency.

If z is large, there is much to be gained by committing to low tariffs and thereby inducing

a substantial reallocation of capital. Accordingly, the agreement should call for deep tariff

cuts when a small government weight on welfare induces a large initial distortion and a

high degree of capital mobility implies that the costs can be reduced greatly by a com-

mitment to freer trade.

5. INCENTIVES TO FORM REGIONAL OR PREFERENTIAL
TRADE AGREEMENTS

Until now, I have mostly discussed the purpose of trade agreements in the context of a

two-country world economy. One exception concerned the incentives that exporting

countries might have to limit their use of strategic export subsidies to third-country mar-

kets. But bilateral and plurilateral agreements take place in many other contexts. Indeed,

the number of bilateral, regional, or other preferential trade pacts has been growing in

leaps and bounds, giving rise to what Bhagwati (1995) has called the “spaghetti bowl”

of international agreements. Baldwin and Venables (1995), Panagariya (2000), and

Krishna (2005) have written excellent surveys of the theoretical literature on the

economic effects of preferential trade agreements (PTAs), while Limão (2016) reviews

the empirical research in Chapter 14. In this section, I will limit myself to those few

articles that address the reasons that governments might choose to negotiate exclusive

agreements—rather than, or in addition to,multilateral agreements—in aworld economy

with more than two countries.

5.1 The Ohyama-Kemp-Wan Theorem
Any discussion of the incentives for trade agreements among a limited set of countries

should begin with the renowned Ohyama-Kemp-Wan theorem (see Ohyama, 1972;

Kemp and Wan, 1976). These authors proved a striking result: If lump-sum transfers

are feasible within a union, any group of countries can form a customs union and set

a common external tariff in such a way that all member countries benefit and no excluded

country is harmed. The logic of the argument is simple. Let the union choose an external

tariff that leaves its members’ aggregate vector of trades with the rest of the world

unchanged. (We know this always is possible based on results about the existence of

market-clearing prices in a competitive equilibrium.) Then markets will clear in the rest

of the world at the prices that prevailed before the union. With the same prices and the

same trades, these countries are exactly as well-off as before. As for the union members,

we can treat their vector of trades as if it were an endowment vector. Efficiency within

the union requires equalization of marginal rates of transformation and of marginal rates
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of substitution across member countries. This is achieved by a common vector of prices,

which in turn is guaranteed by internal free trade. All that remains is to share the efficiency

gains, which can be accomplished costlessly when the countries have access to lump-sum

transfers between members.ae

Countries have an incentive to form customs union in order to achieve allocative

efficiency. The same is true if the governments have noneconomic production targets

(Krishna and Bhagwati, 1997). The result also extends to environments in which the pol-

icy makers have political objectives besides aggregate welfare, provided they have access

to efficient instruments to redistribute income to favorite interest groups. However, as

Richardson (1995) cautions, the Ohyama-Kemp-Wan theorem should be interpreted

with care. It cannot be taken to imply that a group of countries can form a mutually ben-

eficial customs union no matter what is the response in the rest of the world. The proof assumes

that the rest of the world responds to the customs union by making the same vector

of trades at the same prices; ie, the aggregate offer curve of the rest of the world is

not affected by the formation of the union. If nonmembers can respond by, for example,

setting a new vector of “optimal” or “politically guided” tariffs, then gains for union

members are not assured.

5.2 Terms-of-Trade Gains
Just as a single country can gain at the expense of its trading partners by exploiting its

monopoly power in world markets, so too can a group of large countries benefit by coop-

erating to exploit their joint market power in trade. In fact, two large countries stand to

gain by forming a free-trade area (FTA) even if they do not alter their external tariffs vis-

à-vis nonmember countries.

Consider a three-country world in which countries A and B form an FTA with dis-

tinct external tariffs and countryC represents the excluded rest of the world. Suppose first

that A imports some good from B and C, both of which have upward-sloping, compet-

itive supply curves. Country A has an external tariff of tA that applies initially to imports

from all sources. Once it forms an FTA with B, the tariff applies only to imports from C.

Let pC represent the initial price received by exporters in both B andC for sales in country

A, so that pC 1+ tA
� �

is the pre-FTA domestic price in A. When country A eliminates its

tariff on imports from B, suppliers there can sell in A’s market at the prevailing domestic

price. There is excess supply in the world market at the original prices, as firms in B

ae Dixit and Norman (1986) show that lump-sum transfers are not necessarily to share the gains from trade,

if countries have access to a full set of consumption and factor taxes and subsidies. Panagariya and Krishna

(2002) extend the Ohyama-Kemp-Wan result to include free trade areas in which member countries

maintain separate external tariffs vis-à-vis imports from the rest of the world but trade freely within

the area. In this case, member tariffs are chosen to preserve the initial vector of trades by each area country

and resulting internal prices are not the same in these countries.
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produce more at the higher delivered price. The price of imports from the rest of the

world must fall to clear the world market. The fall in pC benefits A while harming B,

but since A’s imports are larger than B’s exports, the net effect must be positive. The

members of the FTA capture a terms-of-trade gain as a result of trade diversion.

Now suppose instead that A and C both import from B. The initial price received by

exporters in B is pB and the domestic price inA is pB 1+ tA
� �

. With the elimination of the

barrier to internal trade, the price in country A falls. This creates excess demand. The

supply price from B must rise to clear the world market. The increase in pB benefits B

while harming A, but since B’s exports are larger than A’s imports, again the gains out-

weigh the losses. In this case, trade creation generates a positive terms-of-trade effect for

the members of the FTA.

Countries that forge a regional or preferential trading arrangement can gain even

more by adjusting their external tariff or tariffs. The incentive for doing so is analogous

to that for merger among competing oligopolists; whereas each country can exploit mar-

ket power on its own, the joint influence over world prices is greater than for any one

alone. The potential gains are evident as a corollary to the Ohyama-Kemp-Wan theorem

(or the Panagariya-Krishna extension to FTAs): If a group of countries can benefit by

forming a customs union with an external tariff that leaves the terms of trade the same

as before, then they can benefit even more by adjusting their external tariff optimally.

Kennan and Riezman (1990) investigated whether countries can gain by forming a

customs union, once the tariff response by nonmember countries is taken into account.

They examined an endowment economy with three goods and three countries that are

symmetric up to a relabeling of the endowment goods, with a linear expenditure system

in all countries. In this setting, they compared the outcome in a Nash equilibrium in

which two of the countries allow internal free trade while jointly choosing an optimal

external tariff to the outcome in a Nash equilibrium without any cooperation, and

the outcome in an equilibrium with global free trade. Whenever each country’s endow-

ments of its export good is not too large relative to the total world endowment, any

pair of countries fares better in a customs union equilibrium than in one with global free

trade. Therefore, the possibility of forming customs unions undermines the prospects for

a multilateral trade agreement

Kennan and Riezman also examined how size affects the incentives that countries

have to form a customs union and, in particular, whether a pair of smaller countries

can gain by joining forces to enhance their collective market power once retaliation is

taken into account. In their examples, welfare rises in each of a pair of smaller countries

when they form a customs union compared to the outcome with no cooperation, but

each fares less well than it would in an equilibrium with universal free trade. In contrast,

larger countries fair better in a Nash equilibrium in which they are partners in a customs

union compared to both the Nash equilibrium without any cooperation and the

equilibrium with global free trade.
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Of course, the motivation to form a customs union or FTA in order to exert collective

market power relies on the same beggar-thy-neighbor calculus as does the unilateral

imposition of optimal tariffs in a setting without trade agreements. The gains to the mem-

ber countries come entirely at the expense of countries on the outside. Krugman (1991a)

began a small literature that addresses the welfare implications of having a trading system

with multiple, nonoverlapping blocs in which each bloc allows internal free trade but

behaves noncooperatively vis-à-vis the others. He considers a world with a large number

of symmetric countries divided into a smaller number of symmetric blocs. Each country

produces a unique good and all such goods are CES substitutes for one another. He takes the

number of such blocs as exogenous. Each bloc sets an external tariff that maximizes the joint

welfare of its members, given the tariffs set by other blocs. In these circumstances, the height

of each country’s tariff grows with the size of the typical bloc. Consolidation of the world

into larger blocs has offsetting effects on welfare in the typical country; between-bloc trade

distortions grow monotonically larger with bloc size, but so does the fraction of world

trade that takes place within blocs. Welfare is highest when the entire world comprises

one bloc, but also is high when the world has small blocs that have little monopoly power

and therefore impose low tariffs. In between, welfare is a nonmonotonic function of

bloc size. Krugman notoriously found that, for many values of the elasticity of substitution,

welfare is minimal when the trading systems comprises three symmetric blocs.

The findings in Krugman (1991a) rely heavily on the assumption that countries are

symmetric and form their blocs arbitrarily. In a follow-up paper, Krugman (1991b) dis-

cusses informally a case with “natural trading blocs.” In this setting, geography or other

considerations give certain groups of countries a greater predilection to trade with one

another than with those outside the group. If blocs form “naturally” among groups of

countries that trade intensively, the free movement of goods within blocs will cover a

majority of world trade and the external trade barriers will apply to a small volume of

trade. In the limit, with very high costs of trade outside a natural grouping, the formation

of trading blocs must be raise welfare for all involved.af

5.3 Political Incentives for Regional or Preferential Agreements
In addition to the potential improvements to allocative efficiency and to external terms of

trade that can motivate countries to form preferential trade agreements such as FTAs and

customs unions, there are political forces that can explain this outcome.

Grossman and Helpman (1995a) examine the political conflict between supporters

and opponents of an FTA in a model with industry campaign contributions. There

are two small countries that initially have the tariffs predicted by the lobbying model

af In another extension of Krugman (1991a), Bond and Syropoulos (1996) examine more fully the relation-

ship between bloc size and the market power exerted by trading blocs, by allowing for blocs of different

sizes and by allowing for alternative endowment structures.
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of Grossman andHelpman (1994). Each can trade with the rest of the world at fixed terms

of trade. The countries have an opportunity to eliminate tariffs on their internal trade

while retaining their initial external tariffs for imports from the rest of the world. Export

industries offer contributions to encourage the government conclude an agreement in

order to expand market access in the partner country. Import-competing interests offer

contributions to discourage the agreement, in order to protect their local markets. Each

government chooses a stance that maximizes a weighted sum of aggregate welfare and

contributions. A FTA is politically viable if and only if it is favored by both governments.

The question is, Under what conditions is an FTA most likely to form?

An FTA has no effect on industries in which both countries export to the rest of the

world. So, Grossman and Helpman focus on industries in which at least one of the mem-

ber countries has positive imports in the initial equilibrium. They distinguish two possible

outcomes for such an industry once an FTA comes into being. First, the importer might

expand its imports from its partner while continuing to import from the rest of the world.

In this case, the internal price in the importing country remains equal to the world price

augmented by theMFN tariff. There is no expansion of its total imports, only diversion of

trade from the rest of world to the FTA partner. Second, the importing country might

cease its imports from the rest of the world and import only from its FTA partner. In this

case, the price falls in the importing country and total imports expand. The internal price

in the exporting member of the FTA need not rise very much and might not rise at all.

Grossman and Helpman refer to the former outcome as one with enhanced protection,

which comes hand in hand with trade diversion. The latter outcome is one with reduced

protection, together with trade creation.

Now consider the politics. In the case of enhanced protection, the industry in the

exporting country gains producer surplus from preferential access to the higher internal

prices in the partner country. Meanwhile, the import-competing industry suffers no

losses, as the internal price there remains as before. On net, such industries contribute

to political viability; the export interests lobby in favor of the agreement and the

import-competing interests have no reason to oppose. In contrast, with reduced protec-

tion, the exporting interests stand to gain little or nothing, while the import-competing

interests in the potential partner face the prospect of falling local prices. The existence of

such industries bolster opposition to a potential agreement in one country with only

modest (or no) support generated in the other. Overall, an FTA will be viable if most

industries have the potential for enhanced protection and not so if most face the prospect

of reduced protection. But trade creation enhances economic efficiency in the small

countries, whereas trade diversion detracts from an efficient allocation of resources. This

leads Grossman and Helpman to conclude that an FTA is most likely to be politically

viable when it is also economically harmful. Krishna (1998) comes to much the same

conclusion in a model with oligopolistic trade in which trade politics are driven entirely

by effects on firms’ profits.
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However, Ornelas (2005a) provides a counterargument. He considers an economy

much like the one in Krishna (1998), with quasilinear utility, constant returns production

of a numeraire good, and oligopolistic competition in a second sector, with fixed num-

bers of firms in each country and segmented markets. But whereas Krishna assumes that

MFN tariffs remain the same after any agreement is signed, Ornelas allows the FTA

members to adjust their external tariffs. He shows that, in this setting, they have incentive

to reduce their tariffs vis-à-vis nonmembers, for two reasons.ag First, a government’s

incentive to set high tariffs in order to extract profits from firms in nonmember countries

is mitigated by the FTA, because firms in partner countries with improved access to the

local market capture more of the profits that are extracted from the outsiders. Second, the

political support for high tariffs vis-à-vis nonmember countries is reduced by the forma-

tion of an FTA, because politically active firms lose sales in their home market to rivals in

partner countries, and so have less incentive to lobby for protection from outsiders. In the

economic environment considered by Ornelas, the fall in external tariffs that results from

an FTA always is deep enough to generate net trade creation with nonmember countries.

Moreover, in his model, an FTA can be politically viable only if it is efficiency enhancing.

Since the FTA reduces political contributions by local firms, it can be attractive to the

policy makers only if aggregate welfare rises to more than compensate.

When FTAs cause trade diversion from nonmembers, the politics of preferential trade

can be self-reinforcing, a phenomenon that Baldwin (1993) termed “domino

regionalism.” He considers a world with many potential members of a customs union.

Each government’s stance toward joining the union reflects an internal trade-off between

consumer welfare and industry interests, but with an additional term that reflects the

country’s exogenous “resistance” (positive or negative) to being a member of the club.

Countries differ in this regard, and those that are least resistant are the first to join. The

economies produce a homogeneous good and a fixed set of differentiated varieties. The

former good is traded freely, whereas the latter goods are traded subject to iceberg trading

costs. These costs are higher for firms outside the region than for those that are potential

members of the customs union. The political contributors in this setting are the owners of

the differentiated varieties.

Baldwin imagines an initial equilibrium in which all countries in the region with resis-

tance below some critical level are members of the union and those with greater resistance

are not. Then, there is an exogenous shock that reduces trade costs within the region.

The decline in within-group trade costs causes additional governments to apply for

membership. But, as membership expands, firms in nonmember countries intensify their

lobbying, as the potential profits for insiders expand at the expense of profits for outsiders.

An initial round of union expansion alters the political balance in nonmember countries,

ag Richardson (1993) shows that countries also have an incentive to reduce their external tariffs after form-

ing an FTA when markets are perfectly competitive.
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such that further expansion follows. The ultimate growth in regionalism, then, is a

multiple of what one might expect from the initial shock. In short, Baldwin argues that

the trade diversion associated with preferential trade agreements can be politically

contagious.ah

But once again, the conclusion can be different if an FTA results in a reduction of

external tariffs that promotes trade with nonmember countries. Ornelas (2005b) con-

siders one such setting, using the same economic model as in Krishna (1998) and

Ornelas (2005a). The fact that firms in nonmember countries benefit from the reduction

in external tariffs of the FTA partners without having to reduce their own tariffs means

that they may have less incentive than before to enter into agreements with the member

countries, either as partners to a PTA or as signatories to a multilateral agreement.

5.4 PTAs as Stepping Stones to Multilateral Free Trade
Another potential purpose of preferential trade agreements is to facilitate a process of

multilateral trade liberalization. The literature identifies circumstances under which

PTAs serve as “building blocks” for global free trade; that is, a multilateral agreement

that implements free trade becomes achievable as an equilibrium outcome in a dynamic

game when PTAs are negotiated along the way, when such an outcome would not be

possible in a negotiation game that precludes preferential agreements. Of course, PTAs

can also represent “stumbling blocks” in some circumstances; that is, they can impede or

prevent the achievement of global free trade in situations where a multilateral agreement

would emerge as an equilibrium if discriminatory trade were prohibited.ai Indeed, the

Ornelas (2005b) paper mentioned above provides one such example. But, in such cases,

one would not typically regard the “purpose” of the PTA as being to interfere with

multilateral negotiations; rather, the impediment to free trade would be seen as an unin-

tended consequence. Since this chapter deals with the purpose of trade agreements and

not their unintended consequences, I will not review further the research that describes

PTAs as stumbling blocks.

ah Chen and Joshi (2010) examine how the existence of FTAs affects the incentives that countries have to

form new agreements. They consider a model with three countries and two goods. The numeraire good

is competitively produced while the other good is produced by one firm in each country. Preferences are

quasilinear, demands for the oligoply good are linear, and the competition features Cournot behavior

with segmented markets. In this setting, if one country in a pair has an existing FTA with the third coun-

try but the other does not, then the existing FTA strengthens the incentive for the member to form

another FTA but weakens the incentive for the nonmember country to do so, compared to a benchmark

with no pre-existing FTA. However, if both potential members of a new FTA participate in pre-existing

agreements with the third country, the incentives that both have to conclude a new agreement are inev-

itably strengthened.
ai The terminology of building blocks and stumbling blocks was first introduced by Bhagwati (1991).
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Oneway inwhich aPTAmay facilitate the achievement of global free trade is by raising

the cost of being left out. Saggi and Yildiz (2010) illustrate this idea in a three-country,

three-good, endowment model with linear demands. Each country is endowed with

two goods that it exports to the other two. It has no endowment of the third good, which

it imports from its two tradepartners. In adynamicgame that allows for “bilateralism,”each

country announces in a first stage the names of any trade partnerswithwhom it iswilling to

engage inmutual free trade. In the second stage, the countries set external tariffs for any and

all countries with whom they have not entered into an agreement in the first stage. In a

game that precludes bilateralism, the countries can only agree to liberalize trade on a mul-

tilateral basis. If any country declines to do so, then the noncooperative tariffs ensue.aj

Saggi and Yildiz consider first a situation in which the countries are symmetric with

respect to their endowment levels. In such circumstances, global free trade is the unique

stable equilibrium under both bilateralism and multilateralism. Accordingly, with sym-

metry, PTAs have no role to play in the achievement of global free trade in their model; a

multilateral agreement is reached even if bilateral agreements are not allowed. But the

conclusion can be different with asymmetric countries. Then, global free trade emerges

as a stable equilibrium for a wider set of parameter values with bilateralism than with mul-

tilateralism. In other words, for some endowment combinations, a multilateral agreement

can be reached only if bilateral agreements represent a permissible alternative.

The finding is readily understood. Consider a country that fares better in a

Johnson-like Nash equilibrium than under global free trade. In a multilateral process,

such a country would decline to name any of its partners in the negotiation stage. By

submitting a blank sheet, it could effectively block an agreement and achieve its first best.

Suppose instead that bilateral agreements are possible. The country that fares best in the

noncooperative equilibrium might not have this outcome as a viable option. If the

other two countries can gain by forming a bilateral block compared to universal nonco-

operation, then the relevant comparison for the third country is between a multilateral

agreement and a world with an PTA from which it is excluded. Since trade diversion

within the member countries would hurt the excluded country, it might well prefer

the multilateral agreement to being the one country on the outside.ak

aj Saggi et al. (2013) compare bilateralism andmultilateralism in a model in which countries are free to form

customs unions but not FTAs. They show that customs unions, unlike FTAs, can prevent the achieve-

ment of global free trade, because two countries may prefer to exclude the third country frommutual free

trade in order to exploit their joint market power. The incentive for exclusion is stronger under a customs

union than under a FTA, so the former can be a stumbling block but not a building block for multilateral

trade liberalization in their setting.
ak Saggi and Yildiz (2011) reach much the same conclusion in a model with a different economic setting.

There they consider a world economywith Cournot competition in segmentedmarkets and one firm per

country. In a symmetric setting in which all three firms have the same costs, global free trade emerges as

the unique stable equilibrium with bilateral agreements are possible or not. However, the possibility of

bilateral agreements is necessary for the achievement of global free trade in a setting in which one firm has

much higher production costs than the others.
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In Saggi and Yildiz (2010), the possibility of a PTA facilitates the conclusion of a mul-

tilateral agreement, but no PTAs need to form for global free trade to be realized. This is

an inevitable consequence of the game structure, wherein either a bilateral agreement or a

multilateral agreement is signed, but not both. Aghion et al. (2007) introduce a sequential

structure in which PTAs may actually form along the equilibrium path. They consider a

trade-negotiation process in reduced form, with the details of the economic environment

suppressed. In particular, they specify payoffs for each of three countries under all possible

coalition structures: with each country alone; with all combinations of bilateral agree-

ments; and with a multilateral agreement. They allow for utility transfers between coa-

lition members, so the relevant payoffs are those that accrue jointly to the parties to any

trade agreement. The bargaining protocol features an agenda setter that makes take-it-

or-leave offers to the other two countries. In a multilateral negotiation, the offers to

engage in free trade are made simultaneously to the others and they can accept or reject.

With bilateralism, the agenda setter makes the offers sequentially, in whatever order it

prefers. If the first to receive an offer accepts, a bilateral agreement is formed. If the second

also accepts, the agreement becomes multilateral. Aghion et al. (2007) ask, when does the

agenda setter choose the sequential process? And, when is a sequential process necessary

to achieve global free trade?

The authors distinguish several cases. If the payoffs exhibit “grand coalition

superadditivity,” then the sum of the payoffs under global free trade exceeds the sum of

the payoffs under any other coalition structure.Grand coalition superadditivity necessarily

applies in a neoclassical economy with welfare-maximizing governments. But it need not

apply if there is imperfect competition inworldmarkets, or if the governments have polit-

ical motivations.With or without grand coalition superadditivity, there can be positive or

negative coalition externalities. Payoffs are characterized by positive coalition externalities

when thewelfare of a country that is excluded from aPTA is higher than it would bewith-

out the bilateral agreement. Negative coalition externalities imply just the opposite.

With grand coalition superadditivity and transferable utility, the agenda setter

always prefers a multilateral agreement to any alternative. Moreover, it can achieve such

an outcome by offering payoffs to the others that make them indifferent between joining

and not. The question remains, How do the structure of coalition externalities affect

the agenda sender’s choice between simultaneous and sequential negotiation?

Aghion et al. show that, if at least one coalition externality is negative, the agenda

setter will opt to negotiate sequentially. First it will form an agreement with the country

(if any) that faces a positive externality. Then it will invite the participation of the

remaining country. By the time the second country receives its offer, its fallback position

is the lower level of welfare that it would suffer if excluded from a bilateral pact. So, the

agenda setter can extract surplus from this country by confronting it with an inferior

default option.

Even if the payoffs do not satisfy grand coalition superadditivity, a sequential nego-

tiation process might lead to global free trade. A multilateral agreement can be reached
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even at a cost in terms of the collective (economic or political) welfare of the three coun-

tries under conditions that the authors describe. The outcome becomes possible, because

the agenda setter’s option to form a bilateral agreement first with one country allows it to

extract enough surplus from the other that it is willing to begin these negotiations in pref-

erence to the status quo. More specifically, let C represent the agenda setter and A and B

represent the other two countries. Suppose C prefers the status quo with no trade agree-

ments to global free trade. In a simultaneous, multilateral negotiation,Cmust offerA and

B their status quo payoffs. If the sum of the three status quo payoffs exceeds the joint

welfare under a multilateral trade agreement, thenCwill not make any offers under mul-

tilateral bargaining, and the status quowill prevail. But supposeC has already negotiated a

bilateral agreement with A and that the coalition externalities for B are negative. ThenC

will not need to offer B as much as its status quo level of welfare in order to induce it to

join the existing agreement. With the lesser payment that is needed, C might prefer to

have B join once an agreement with A has been established. Moreover, C might prefer

this outcome (with the smaller payment to B) than what it can attain in the status quo. In

these circumstances,Cwill approach A first and then B, and the bilateral agreement with

A serves as a building block for a multilateral agreement with bothA and B.al The authors

develop in their appendix an example of an economic setting with the requisite payoff

structure.

6. CONCLUSION

This chapter has reviewed research that asks about the purpose of trade agreements. Why

do governments willingly give up their sovereign rights to set trade policies and enter into

agreements that restrict their choices? A unifying theme in much of the literature is that

they do so in order to help internalize international externalities. No matter what the

governments’ objectives, be they the welfare of the aggregate polities or of particular

constituent groups, or even the interests and well-being of the politicians themselves,

interdependence in the trading system implies that any government’s actions affect out-

comes abroad. Each government would like others to take its concerns into account

when setting policy. The only way to secure such an outcome is to display a willingness

to take account of other governments’ concerns when setting ones own policies.

The literature has usefully identified a number of international externalities that can

arise in different market settings and with different political institutions. Less fruitful, in

my opinion, have been the efforts to pin labels on these externalities. Is the fundamental

purpose of the agreement to eliminate manipulation of the terms of trade or to ensure that

al An additional condition is needed to ensure thatC prefers to approach A for a bilateral agreement before

negotiating with b. Of course, there are analogous conditions on the payoffs for which multilateral free

trade is achieved after an initial bilateral agreement between C and B.
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domestic exporters are granted satisfactory access to foreign markets? It is not clear to me

why this distinction is important, so long as we understand that noncooperative policy

setting gives rise to inferior outcomes. We do want to understand why trade agreements

have the features they do and what provisions must be added or modified to generate

efficient outcomes and mutual gain. In my opinion, future research effort would be more

productively spent understanding and improving the design of trade agreements

(ie, extending the literature reviewed in Chapter 8) than in worrying about the words

that best describe the purpose of trade agreements.
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